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Résumé
Ce mémoire examme la participation politique de la communauté italocanadienne de Montréal dans un contexte urbain, entre 1945 et 1990. Il s'intéresse plus
particulièrement à la contribution des ltalo-Canadiens à la politique municipale, au
mouvement ouvrier québécois, à la mobilisation autour du débat linguistique et aù
mouvement féministe. Notre enquête s'appuie principalement sur des documents et
journaux publiés par les organisations communautaires italo-canadiennes, notamment le
journal montréalais italophone, Il Cittadino Canadese .
. Le premier chapitre du mémoire éclaire le rôle joué par les élites immigrantes
italiennes dans la construction d'une identité italo-canadienne politisée, ainsi que dans
l'établissemenfde nombreuses institutions communautaires à Montréal. Dans la foulée,
plusieurs hommes politiques de descendance italienne sont élus au niveau municipal.
S'intéressant à la période 1960-1977, le second chapitre examine la contribution des
ltalo-Canadiens au mouvement ouvrier québécois et au débat linguistique. À l'origine de
l'unification des institutions communautaires, le conflit linguistique a contribué à
solidifier l'identité italo-canadienne. De manière paradoxale, du moins en apparence, il a
aussi favorisé l'expression de dissensions internes et conduit au développement d'une
hétérogénéité politique au sein de la communauté. Le sujet du chapitre 3, le féminisme
italo-canadien illustre une autre forme de .schisme politique qui se produit à l'occasion
de la formation du Centra Donne ltaliane en 1978, par un groupe de jeunes étudiantes.
Se dissociant des institutions communautaires traditionnelles, les féministes italocanadiennes organisent alors leur propre communauté politisée ..
Bien qu'issue du débat linguistique des années 1960 et 1970, l'hétérogénéité
politique déjà présente parmi les immigrants italiens n'a fait que s'accroître avec le
temps. Une fois leurs besoins essentiels satisfaits et après avoir atteint un niveau
raisonnable d'intégration, les ltalo-Canadiens ont pu se permettre de prendre leurs
distances, littéralement et symboliquement, vis-à-vis des leaders communautaires
traditionnellement établis.

Mots-clés: ltalo-Canadiens, Montréal, immigrants, participation politique
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Abstract
This thesis explores the political participation of the Montreal ltalian-Canadian
community in an urban context, from 1945-1990. Concentrating on the local level, it
examines the ltalian-Canadian contribution to municipal politics, the Quebec labour
movement, mobilization with regards to the language debate, and' feminist activism. This
historical account relies mainly upon the Montreal-based, Italian-language newspaper, Il
Cittadino Canadese, as well as papers published by Italian-Canadian community

organizations.
The first chapter exammes the role ltalian immigrant elites played in the
construction of a politicized ltalian-Canadian identity, as well as the establishment of
numerous community institutions in the city. As a result of their efforts, several
politicians of ltalian descent were elected to municipal government. Addressing the
1960 to 1977 years, the second chapter investigates the ltalian-Canadian contribution to
Quebec's labour movement and language debate. Provoking the unification of the
collectivity's institutions, the linguistic conflict solidified the Italian-Canadian identity,
while it, also, paradoxically, led to internaI dissent and political heterogeneity amongst
community members. The focus of Chapter 3, ltalian-Canadian feminist activism
illustrates another form of political schism, when' a group of young students came
together in' 1978 to found the Centra Donne Italiane. Disassociated from the
collectivity's mainstream institutions, ltalian feminists formed their own community,
equally as politicized.
As this thesis conc1udes, though originating with the language debate of the
1960s and 1970s, the political heterogeneity present amongst Italian immigrants only
heightened with time. With their basic needs met and a reasonable level of integration
attained, Italian-Canadians, cou14 afford" both literally and figuratively, to distance
themselves from the established cominunity leadership.

Keywords: ltalian-Canadians, Montreal, immigrants, political participation
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Introduction
Italian-Canadian Adjustment, Acculturation,
and Integration in an Urban Political Context

Today Italians-Canadians are one of only two minority ethnie groups overrepresented in Canadian politics. ' Of course, the reasons for the other groups' underrepresentation are complex~ and range from discrimination, to economic barriers to
overall disinterest. And yet, considering the many other long-standing ethnie groups
across the country, the Italian case seems to be a particularity. Both a blessing and a
curse, most Canadians are acquainted with politicians of Italian descent. In Quebec,
where ltal'ian-Canadians remain, to this day, the largest minority, in terms of ethnic
origin2, the image exuded by these ethnie politicians is well-embedded in the minds of
the province' s voters. Represented at the municipal, provincial, and federal levels of
govemmene, the Montreal Italian community.: has undoubtedly .been politically
"conspicuous".4 This visibility, however, is accompanied by certain stereotypes
conceming the apparent homogenous political behaviour on the part of the Italian
collectivity. Although these generalizations are not completely unfounded, a central
concem of this thesis is to deepen analyses in this regard, and will, therefore, attempt to
underscore the heterogeneity present amongst politically active Montreal ItalianCanadians in the post-World War II period. Concentrating uniquely on the locallevel, l
will examine the Italian-Canadian contribution to municipal politics, the Quebec labour
movement, mobilization with regards to the language debate, and feminist actlvism.
1 The other over-represented group is Jewish.\Carolle Simard, "Les territoires de l'ethnicité" in
Xavier Leloup and Martha Radiee, eds., Les nouveaux territoires de l'ethnicité (Québec: Les presses de
l'Université Laval, 20~8), 115.
2 According to the 2001 census, approximately 250000 people claimed ltalian as their ethnie
origin in Quebec, the overwhelming majority living in Monteal, fourth only to those claiming Canadian,
French, or Irish origin.
3 Micheline Labelle and Joseph Lévy, Ethnicité et enjeux sociaux: le Québec vu par les leaders
de groupesethnoculturels (Montréal: Liber, 1995),296.

4 Jack Jedwab and Michael Rosenburg, "Institutional Completeness, Ethnie Organizational Style
and the Role of the State: The Jewish, Italian, and Greek Communities of Montreal," Canadian Review of
Sod%gy and Anthropology 29 (August 1992),280.
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. l have chosen to analyze the Italüm-Canadian participation in the local politics of
Montreal, as a means to shed light on the unique inter-ethnie dynamic of the city.
Historians have underlined the importance of the Quebec context when studying
Canada's immigrants. 5 In particular, they have pointed t~ Montreal's unique "double
majority", as a major factor in determining the nature of the new arrivaIs' adjustment. 6
\

Contributing to the city's cosmopolitan image, ethnie minorities have tended to
safeguard their ethnie and linguistic characteristics longer than their counterparts

III

other provinces. 7 In spite of relatively low levels of immigration, especially

III

comparison to Toronto and Vancouver, Quebec's rnetropolis appears, to sorne observers,
as exceptionally diverse, precisely due' to the presence of three distinct forcesFrancophone, Anglophone, and Allophone. 8 Reflecting the place of immigrants in
Quebec historiography, however, Italian-Canadians have attracted considerable attention
from sociologists and linguists, but have not been the subject of significant historical
)

research. Moreover, many historical accounts tend to mention Italian immigrants
exclusively as they relate to one of the most contentious chapters in the province's
history, the Saint-Léonard School Crisis of the late 1960s. 9 This thesis will, thus, strive
to move away from the events sUITounding the language debate. Yet, as readers will
come to understand, in the French-speaking province nearly all aspects of political life
have been greatly influenced by nationalistic debates.

5 Roberto Perin, "Clio as Ethnie: The Third Force in Cana di an Historiography," Canadian
Historica/ Review 64 (Summer 1983), 447; Paul-André Linteau, "Les minorités ethnoculturelles dans
l'historiographie québécoise" in Beatrice Bagola, ed., Le Québec et ses minorilies (Tubingen: Max
Niemeyer Verlag, 2000), 146.
6 Pierre' Anctil, "Double majorité et multiplicité et ethnoculturelle à Montreal," Recherches
sociographiques 25 (September-December 1984),441-456.
7 V.M.P Da Rosa and R. Poulin, "Espaces ethniques et questions linguistiques au Québe,c: A
propos des communautés italienne et portugaise," Canadian Ethnie Studies 18, nO.2 (1986), 144-148;
Claire McNicoll, Montréa/ : Une société mu/licu/turelle (Paris: Editions Berlin, 1993),273.
8

Anctil, "Double majorité ... ," 441.

9

Linteau, "Les minorités ethnoculturelles ... ," 156.
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1.

Historiography

A.. A "Distinct" Community
Encouraged by the. newly adopted Immigration Act of 1952, favouring family
unification, and Canada' s booming economy, ltalians immigrated by the thousands. In
total, more thàn six hundred and fi ft y thousand came to Canada over the period of a
century, yet almost seventy percent immigrated after the Second World War. Quebec
al one received approximately one quarter of ltalians immigrants, making ltalians and
their descendants the most important ethnie group in Montreal, after the English and
French. 10 Because of its numerical strength, there has been considerable debate over the
unit y or even, the very existence, of Montreal's ltalian community. Considered the
primary identifier amongst Italians, immigrants have been sharply divided depending on
. their region of origin. Many ltalian-Canadian associations, for instance, have been
regional or viIlage-based. 11 In spite of this heterogeneity, numerous ties have bound
together people of Italian origin living in Montreal "into a unit y that is not a sociological
abstraction." Their sense of community has derived from a "commitment to family,
neighborhood and friendship groups, interaction through economic activity, as weIl as
the common culture and experience shared by persons of Italian descent.,,12 FinaIly,
,

ltalian immigrants have endured similar difficulties in adapting to Canadian life, where,
in spite of their internaI diversity, they have frequently been perceived as one and the
same by external, and, often prejudiced, observers.
In the postwar period, Quebec's metropolis was constructed around two
geographically and institutionally distinct societies. 13 Following suit, ltalian immigrants
clustered in certain neighbourhoods, creating a vibrant, though segregated, immigrant
culture. These ethnie enclaves served defensive

purpose~,

protecting new arrivaIs from

the hostility of their adopted country. They were aIso, however, a reflection of

10 Claude Painchaud and Richard Poulin, "ltalianité, conflit linguistique et structure de pouvoir
dans la communauté italo-québécoise," Sociologie et Sociétés 24, no.2 (1983), 90.
Il

Claude Painchaud and Richard Poulin, Les Italiens au Québec (Hull: Editions Asticou, 1988),

125.
12 Jeremy Boissevain, The Italians of Montreal: Social Adjustment in a Plural Society (Ottawa:
Studies of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 1970),9.

13

Claire McNicoll, Montréal: Une société multiculturelle ... , 157.

\

10

settlement and immigrant patterns, namely the chain migration phenomenon between
ltalian

villages

and

Canadian cities. 14

Moreover,

the

ethnically-concentrated

neighourhoods assisted ltalians in integrating into the receiving society.15 Whereas
ltalianness was a liability during the war, now it was an asset. The influx of immigrants
led small shopkeepers, for example, to double and triple their clientele, due to an
\

increased demand for Italian products and service in the Italian language.16 Although
providing financial aid, employment possibilities, and moral support, Little Ital y,
unfortunately, contributed to the marginalization of the community.17 Integrated into
neither French nor English-Canadian society, Italian-Canadians were economically,
politically and socially vulnerable. Exacerbated during the 1960s with the rise of the
\

linguistic and national questions, Italians, due to their numerical strength and choice of
English as the language of instruction for their children, were at the forefront

~f

the

Saint-Léonard School Crisis.
Though dominating the study of Montreal Italians, historical a~èounts concerning
the linguistic debate pro vide valuable insights into many aspects of community life and
the early years of Italian-Canadian adjustment to Quebec society, since the Italian
community of Montreal came of age during a time of significant change.in Quebec. 18 As
Donat Taddeo and Raymond Taras outline in their book, Le Débat linguistique au
Québec, three principal reasons explain why this particular conflict, not the first of this
nature, became a turning point in Quebec poli tics. In the first place, francophone
nationalists tried to apply a local decision province wide, as indicated by their slogan, "il
faut créer dix, vingt, cinquante Saint-Léonard." 19 Secondly, encouraged by the
increasing role of the State, considered the "prime instrument of progress" during the

14 John Zucchi, Une histoire des enclaves ethniques du Canada (Ottawa: Société Historique du
Canada, 2007, Coll. "Les groupes ethniques du Canada," Brochure no.3I), 8.

IS

Ibid., 3.

16

Boissevain, The Italians of Montreal ... , 8.

17

Painchaud, Claude et Richard Poulin. Les Italiens au Québec (Hull: Editions Asticou, 1988),

18

Perin, "Clio as Ethnic ... ," 467.

82.

19 Donat Taddeo and Raymond Taras. Le débat linguistique au Québec. Montréal, Les Presses de
l'Université de Montréal, 1987,94; J. Parisella, Pressure Group Politics: Case Study of the St. Leonard
Schools Crisis (MA: McGill University, 1971),57.

Il

Quiet Revolution, nationalists tried to force the hand of the govemment in enacting
language laws, which provoked strong resistance on the part of the ltalian community.20
Thirdly, as Taddeo and Taras explain, "Les orientations scolaires étaient devenues
inséparables de 'la vague nationaliste qui déferlait sur le Québec."21 Reinforcing the
dominance of English by means of their educational choices, the ltalian immigrant
became a symbol and Saint-Léonard, a rallying point.
The Italian-Canadian resistance to mandatory French-language education has
often been misinterpreted, even today, as a rejection of francophone, society. JeanClaude Corbeil, in his book L'embarras des langues: Origine, conception, et évolution

des la politique linguistique québécoise, writes, "À cette occasion, les Québécois ont
pris brutalement conscience que les immigrants récents tournaient le dos à la société
québécoise de langue française, qu'ils choisissaient massivement de s'intégrer à la
minorité anglaise et qu'ils préféraient que leurs enfants apprennent anglais.'>22 The
research of several historians, however, proves this opinion, is partially false. ltalianCanadians'opposition to compulsory French schooling reflected, instead, their belief in
1

English as the language for socio-economic mobility arid "by no means meant that
ltalian Montrealers became assimilated into the British community.,,23 In fact, as Jeremy
1

Boissevain's

extensi~e

field research indicates, Italians had one of highest levels of

bilingualism in Quebec ànd were more likely to live beside, work with, and even marry
French-Canadians more often than English-Canadians. 24 For economic purposes only,
they saw an English language education as the best option, especially considering the
poor quality of English taught in French schools. 25 Based on pragmatism instead ,of
ideology, this beIief motivated their mobilization in response to Bill 63, Bill 22, and Bill
101, in addition to significant changes within the community's organizational structure.
20

Parisella, Pressure Group Politics ... , 57.

21

Taddeo and Taras, Le débat linguistique au Québec ,.. ,95.

22 Je~n-Claude Corbeil, L'embarras des langues: Origine, conception et évolution de la politique
linguistique (Montréal: Québec Amérique, 2007), 189.

23 Paul-André Linteau, "The Italians in Quebec: Key Participants in Contemporary Linguistic and
Political Debates" in Franc Sturino and Roberto Perin, eds., Arrangiarsi: The !talian Immigrant
Experience in Canada (Montreal: Guernica, 1989), 190.

24

Taddeo and Taras, Le débat linguistique au Québec ... , 26.

25

Ibid., 141.
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Prior to the Saint-Leonard School Cri sis, the Montreal Italian community had a
plethora of community-based associations, more so than any other ethnic group in
Montreal, which reflected its particular diversity and dynainic. In response to language
. legislation, however, new organizations were formed, such as the Fédération des

associations italiennes du Quebec in 1972 and the Congresso Nazionale degli ItaloCanadesi in 1974. Claude Painchaud and Richard Poulin address this change in ItalianCanadian leadership in their book, Les Italiens au Québec, in their article, Italianité,

conflit linguistique et structure de pouvoir dans la communauté italo-québécoise, and by
Painchaùd in his master' s thesis, Processus migratoire, communauté et bourgeoisie

italo-québécoise. Essentially, these works argue the following:
A l'intérieur de la communauté italienne, cette résistance à la francisation
a provoqué l'émergence d'un mouvement social sans précédent,
accélérant et renforçant la restructuration de la communauté dans son
ensemble sous l'hégémonie d'un nouveau leadership étroitement associé
à une bourgeoisie italo-québécoise montante. 26
The "bourgeoisie italo-québécoise", by both serving and employing other ltalianCanadians, reputed to be "docile and productive" labourers, already exacted
considerable economic benefits from the community.27 By claiming to be its only
official representative, ltalian-Canadian businessmen were now exerting political control.
and increasing their prestige, not only amongst other Italians, but also in the eyes of
mainstream Canadian authorities.
Evidently, the language debate had both internaI and external repercussions on
community life, whose effects have sparked' considerable debate between historians of
the Italian-Canadians. Donat Taddeo and Raymond Taras argue that Italian-Canadians
achieved a higher level of integration after, and even as a result of, the linguistic crisiS. 28
Supporters .of sovereignty, for instance, "began to show more openness toward cultural
1

diversity" aftèr theenactment of language legislation, positively affecting, most
definitely, the place of ethnic minorities in Quebec society.29 In contrast, and in line with

26

Painchaud and Poulin, "Italianité, conflit linguistique ... ," 97.

27

Ibid., 113.

28

Taddeo and Taras, Le débat linguistique au Québec ... , 227.

29

Linteau, "The ItaliansofQuebec ... ," 202.
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the perspective that l will adopt throughout my thesis, Paul-André Linteau asserts that
"the nationalist challenge resulted in a strengthening of the Italian community identity
and of its 'ghettoization' ."30 This view is at least partly shared by Victor Da Rosa and
Richard Poulin's Espaces ethniques et question linguistique au Québec: à propos des
communautés italienne et portugaise, where the authors argue that the linguistic
question "a permis l'existence au Québec d'un espace ethnique beaucoup plus large et
dense qu'ailleurs au Canada.,,3' Whether or not indicative ofpoor integration, ltalians in
Montreal managed to significantly safeguard their "attributs ethniques et linguistiques",
therefore evolving differently than their counterparts in Ontario.

32

As e~idenced by the

language debate, both the national and linguistic questions, in addition to the Quebec's
unique cultural character, have strongly influenced the history of the society's ethnic
minorities, elements historians of ltalian-Canadians have no choice but to take into
account when studying the community.33 \
B." Towards a Revised Understanding: the Political Participation of Immigrants

Not only contributing to Quebec immigration history, this thesis also aspires to
fill an important void in the literature concerning the political participation of
.
'
immigrants, since "much remains to be done in the field.,,34 In the past few decades,
academic works have proliferated with regards to the economic and social integi-ation of
iinmigrants into North American, and European societies, but very few have been
conducted addressing their "political incorporation" beyond naturalization and voting
patterns. 35 For many scholars, political participation and integration are considered
intrinsically related, and not simply because the acquisition of

citiz~nship

30

Ibid.

31

Da Rosa and Poulin. "Espaces ethniques et questions linguistiques au Québec ... ," 144. '

32

Ibid., 148.

IS'

a

33 Linteau. "Les minorités ethnoculturelles dans l'historiographie québécoise ... ," 156.
34 Miriam Lapp, "Ethnie Group Leaders and the Mobilization of Voter Tumout: Evidence from
Five Montreal Communities," Canadian Ethnie Studies 31, no.2 (1999), 17.
35 Subramanian Karthick Rathakrishnan and Thomas Espenshade, "Immigrant Incorporation and
Political Participation in the United States," International Migration Review 35 (Autumn, 2001), 870-871.
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requirement in order to vote. 36 Political participation is viewed as an important means to
securing "economic, social, and political footholds" in an adopted country.37 Activism
also enables newcomers to combat "racial and economic discrimination", "acquire the
skills necessary to defend their rights during times of political vulnerability,,38, and
lobby for a more "equitable distribution of societal resources". 39 In Quebec, however,
questions of ethnicity and politics "do not mix well" and gerierally arouse passionate
academic and public debate, the most recent ex ample being the Bouchard-Taylor
Commission. 40 While the opinions of the participants were varied, what appeared to be
missing throughout the months of discussion was an historical approach to questions of
integration and belonging. Through the lens of political participation on the locallevel, 1
hope to shed light on these issues across time, as well as contribute to the growing
research with regards to the presence of ethnie minorities, an ever-increasing component
of the Canadian population, in this country's political system.
Previous published accounts concerning the political participation" of immigrants
will serve as a springboard for my own work. In the first place, as Raymond Breton
explains in his article La communauté ethnique, communauté politique, ethnie
'.

communities are not only social, economic or cultural entities, but should also be
understood as "mini-polities."

Though situated in an "ensemble institutionnel plus

vaste", ethnie gn:>ups are doted with their own institutions and politicallife and, similar
to broader society, have both internaI and external affairs. 41 With regards to their intracommunal role, they often compensate for deficiencies on the part of the receiving
society's govemment. In the French-speaking province, especially, ethniè institutions

36 Alain Pelletier, "Ethnie et politique: La représentation des groupes ethniques et des minorités
visibles à la Chambre des communes" in Kathy Megyery, ed., Minorités visibles, communautés
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réforme électorale et le financement des partis (Toronto et Montréal: Dundurn Press et Wilson and
Lafleur, 1991), 10.
37 Subrarnanian Karthick Ramakrishnan, Democracy and Immigrant Politics:
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15, nO.2 (1983), 23.
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played an important role in assisting and acculturating immigrants. "Left to their own
devices" by French- and English-Canadians, the newcomers of the pre-Quiet Revolution
period, instead, "found their own solutions to the problems of integration into Quebec
society." Due to its "relative inactivity" in the areas of education, health, and welfare,
the Quebec state, thus, "reinforced the role of those private agencies which took
responsibility for the integration of immigrants.,,42 Montreal's ltalian community being
no exception, mutual aid and regional associations eventually, however, "provided a
social milieu within which persons desiring to become prominent in the community
compete with each other for position.,,43 Not only did ltalian-Canadian institutions c1aim
to speak on behalf of the community, but a number of their members have been elected
to the Canadian municipal, provincial, and federal governments. 44 It is this aspect of
ethnic politics, the shifting from the internaI to the external, which 1 will concentrate on
throughout my thesis ..
To those who adhere to· the "assimilation thesis", the Italian-Canadian
community' s long-standing poli tic al participation may be surprising. Yet, Jerome Black,
in Immigrant Political Adaptation in Canada: Sorne Tentative FindÏflgs, maintains that
"foreign born have, on averag~, higher levels of political interest.,,45 Emphas~zing the .
help given to immigrants in early poli tic al leaming, the author attributes his findings to
three factors. Firstly, sources of information, or "networks", already exist in Canada in
the form of relatives and friends who· may "supply political information." Secondly,
"institutionally complete" communities may "reduce the complexity of the political
environment, making the task of learning somewhat easier." Thirdly, but related to the
second factor, ethnic group leaders "have a strong incentive to mobilize new followers
into .established patterns of partisan support.,,46 Contradicting the last point, however,
Miriam Lapp's research suggests that "leaders tended to stress the merits of participation
42 ledwab and Rosenburg, "Institutional Completeness, Ethnic Organizational Style and the Role
of the State ... ," 272.
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for participation's sake, rather than for the possibility of achieving a particular electoral
outcome.,,47 As Lapp explains, there is a strong emphasis on "civic dut y" in ethiIic
communities, instead of overt partisan support. 48 It was also found that minorities do not
blindly support political candidates from the same ethnic background. The politician
must possess the right ideology and belong to the right party, in order to receive the vote
of an ethnic minority, similar to that any other citizen. 49And like "majority" politicians,
elected representatives from minority communities are not bound by their ethnicity in
the political realm. They attempt to serve the entire population, regardless of
1.

ethnocultural background.
Further exploring the nature of immigrant political participation, Carolle
Simard's study examines the role of ethnic politicians and· their relations with their
respective communities. Conducting extensive interv.iews with elected officiaIs at the
municipal level, Simard indicates that minority politicians are "réticents à l'idée de
devoir se faire les porte-parole de leur communauté origine." Ethnic politicians wish to
be considered, first and foremost, members of e1ected office' and not members of a
cultural community.50 In spite of this desire, thesepoliticians project a vision of
themse~ves

"plus ou moins marquée par la conscience de différence." This sentiment is

reinforced by the electorate as weIl as the "exclusive" attitude exuded by "majority"
colleagues. 51 Since it is mor~ difficult to make. a successful bid for office as a minority
than a member of the majority,52 p6liticians feel they have no choice but to rely on their
ethnic counterparts to get elected and work in c'ollaboration with community
organizations to do so. They are also aware of the tendency amongst political parties to
run ethnic candidates in ethnic ridings to win "ethnic votes:,,53 Yet, once elected, as
Simard explains, "ils avaient plutôt tendance à s'éloigner des préoccupations de leur
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communauté d'origine et à adopter une position médiane à l'égard des problèmes à
résoudre, qu'il s'agisse d'enjeux ethniques ou non.,,54 As the studies of Breton, Black,
Lapp and Simard, therefore, demonstrate, the decisions of politicians and their
communities are not dictated strictly by their ethnicity, but there, nevertheless, appears
to be discernable patterns, whether on the part of minority politicians, ethnic leaders or
community members.

II. Methodology, Sources and Thesis Outline
Of course, the study of politics is not limited to elections and voter turnout.
Political activity can inc1ude individual and collective involvement in social movements,
,

)

citizen's groups, media outlets, or political parties. Social and persona1 interactions
occurring on a daily basis can also be considered political. 55 In light of this broadened
definition, this thesis examines the wide

spectru~

of ltalian-Canadian political

participation in Montreal, encompassing, as previously mentioned, municipal politics,
the Quebec labour movement, mobilization with regards to the language debate, and
feminist activism. More specifically, it will be directed by three main research goals.
Often the basis for political action, "members of the elite tend to have a greater interest
in the maintenance of the community and in the particular definition of its identity.,,56 1 .
will, therefore, firstly, examine the role of community elites in the construction the
ltalian-Canadian collective identity. Secondly, 1 will explore the role of women in
Montreal politicallife, emphasizing the need for a gendered analysis of Itali~n-Canadiàn
political participation and politics. Finally, 1 hope to consider the maturation of the
comnmnity over a period of approximately four decades. The study of integration, a
seemingly indefinable concept, at the very least, "needs a long-term perspective and a
historical approach.,,57 Inspired by recent theoretical developments in ethnic studies,
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women's studies and immigration history, 1 will re1y upon three mam conceptual
frameworks.

A. Identity as a Social Construction
Most social scientists today understand ethnicity to be a social construction,
where "members of a group consciously participate in the process of ethnicization'~.
Refen:ed to as the "instrumentalist version of ethnicity", this interpretation
acknowledges both internaI and external elements to identity formation, since ethnic
groups "emerge in response to specific, usually oppressive, social conditions.,,58 It is not
previous cultural difference that determiries the expression of ethnicity in North
America, but instead, "the speciflcity of power relations at any given historical moment
and in a particular place that triggers a strategy of pseudo-histOrical explanations,
camouflaging the 'inventive' act itself.,,59 In fact, the, concept of "invention", as
determined by spatiotemporal factors, is particularly useful in appreciating the political
nature of ethnic identity. Similar to the Andersonian conception of nationhood, ethnic·
groups are "imagined communities,,60, where identities are played upon by elites, or
community leaders, as part of a "political strategy". In other words, "l'appartenance
ethnique ou nationale fait partie des ressources que des formations politiques utilisent
pour conquérir le pouvoir.,,61 In recent decades, most notably, it has become more
common for historians to view ethnic collective action as "pro active rather than
reactive", pointing to the applicability of this theory.62

B. A Feminist Perspective on Politics
Women have typically been "portrayed as less concerned with politics than men
and less able to be political", due to their

under-repre~entation

in the formaI political
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system. 63 In earlier studies, academics regarded "traditional forms of political behaviour
as the norm" were women, quite c1early, did not "conform to expectations". This "malefocused mode!" ignored the "long and rich history" of female political participation. 64
However, by adopting a feminîst framework of analysis the definition of politics is
broadened, bringing to light women's political activism. 65 "Radical" feminist~, for
instance, contend that "women do not participate less than men, instead, they participate
differently." In order to incorporate women, the study of poli tics, they assert, needs to
inc1ude a "wider range of political arenas and activities", especially "unstructured
associations, 'voluntary organizations and protest groups".66 Since it is primarily women
who "build, adapt and change informaI networks" in immigrant communities, this is a
particularly valid theory, invaluable for my thesis. 67 Immigrant women can now be
viewed as political agents within their homes, their communities, as weIl as in broader
society, an approach that allows historians to paint an all-encompassing picture of their
political activism.
C. An Anti-Racist Approach

For historians of ethnic minorities, the "anti-racist" approach promoted by
Timothy Stanley adequately captures key theories, necessary when considering the lived
experiences of immigrants and their place in Canadian historiography. His greatest
contribution to the study of immigrants and ethnic minorities in Canada, however, lies in
his t:w?-thronged interpretation of the effects of racism. As Stanley writes, "Racism is
only discussed as something that affected Jews and people of colour, not as. a
phenomenon that shaped "whiteness" and Anglo-Europeans' power and privilege".68
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'Racism, instead of being understood as a phenomenon only affecting minorities; should
instead be

i~terpreted

"relationally", where "someone else's privilege exists in relation

to someone else's oppression or lack of privilege" an approach which enables historians
to underscore the limits of "agency".69 In light of Stanley's assertion, historians can
apply the category of ethnicity to aIl Canadians, regardless of their ethnic background.
Though immigrants have not altered the structural composition of Canada, they have,
,

nevertheless, deeply affected many aspects of Canadian society over time, namely the
class, gender, and ethnic dynamic inCanadian cities, a reality Stanley's anti-racist
theory emphasizes.
Anti-racism can also be extended to include gender-based analyses, a theoretical
framework referred to as "anti-racist feminism". Though acknowledging the prevalence
of patriarchy and racism, anti-racist feminism "seeks to affirm agency" amongst
minority women, maintaining that they are also "actors and agents of change", and not
simply victims. 70 Anti-racist feminism, most importantly, "raises questions about how to
support 'difference' without simply reiterating an objectifying framework.,,71 For
instance, Italian immigrant women have been "constructed" as either being "controlled
by men or victimized by a deeply patriarchal Latin culture", stereotypes reflected in the
writing of their history.72 Nonetheless, a closer examination contains numerous
examples of Italian women who were "female resi,sters, radical exiles, rank:·and-file
militants and community-based activists.,,73 This discrepancy can be explained by the
tendency amongst historians to use Anglo-centric models of interpretation. As Donna
Gabaccia and Franca Iacovetta specify, the struggles undertaken in the workforce or
community sphere, since their arrivaI in the Americas at the tum of the' twentiethcentury, were not "battles for autonomous individualism", like those initiated by AngloSaxon women. Instead, for women from Italy, as for many others in the Latin World,
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women's quests for power and influence were "colleétive ones", where improvements in
their lives were "linked to improvements in the lives of their families and entire
communities", a model of'collective action that, l suspect, carried over to the political
sphere. 74
D. From Acculturation ta Integration, Unity ta Desunity, Glass ta Gender

This thesis is organized both chronologically and thematically to demonstrate
how ltalian-Canadian activism 'evolved over time, while focusing on different political
fronts, from 1945-1990. Historians studying the' Montreal Italian community are
privileged by the significant amount of records left behind, dependant upon, of course,
their ability to work in English, French and Italian. Attempting to discover the
marginalized immigrant "voice", historians have indeed placed great emphasis 'on
documents coming directÎy from immi~ant groups.75 Ethnie print media, in particular,
has proved essential to Diaspora identity and community formation. 76 lt also '''appeared
to play a strong role for immigrants who might

otherwis~

be much slower to respond to

Canadian politics.,,77 In the early sixties, at least, approximately seventy percent of
immigrants in Montreal read ethnie newspapers. 78 Reflective of its diversity, in terms of .
class, neighborhood, and political orientation, the ltalian-Canadian community of
Montreal benefits from a plethora of newspapers. Henee, l have decided to extensively
analyze one of the most important ltalian-language publications in Montreal during the
period under study, Il Cittadino Canadese. This newspaper, founded in 1941 and
published since, is a weekly publication and reports

~n,

normally in this order of

importance, Italian-Canadian, Canadian, and ltalian affairs. In order to facilitate the
reading of this thesis, l have translated aIl articles from the original Italian to English,
while citing in French, for the remaining non-English sources.
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In addition to Il Cittadino Canadese, l have relied upon the documents of various
other ltalian-Canadian associations, particularly as this tht:;sis progresses. As the

lt~lian

community's political participation became fragrnented over time, organizations of
varying political stripes were founded throughout the years. The Afovimento progressista
italo-quebecchese (M.P.I.Q.), a socialist workers' association established in 1971, issued

a monthly newsletter entitled Il Lavoratore, while the Centro Donne Italiane, a women's
centre for Italian immigrant women which came into being in 1978, published monthly
newsletters as well, namely Il Bollettino and L 'altra faccia della luna. Significantly,
these publications openly critiqued the established community leadership, embodied by
major Italian-Ianguage newspapers, such as Il Cittadino Canadese. l will therefore use
the writings of the socialist and feminist groups to underline the qifference of opinion
present within the ltalian cOinmunity, and its specifie c1ass and genderperspective.
There are, however, limitations with regards to the use of the above-mentioned sources.
lt is difficult to determine the significance of the publications' respective circulations
and, especially in the case of Il Cittadino Canadese, whether or not

th~

average reader

read the newspaper from cover to cover, or if he or she used the publication for select
information only, and read French- or English-Ianguage newspapers for more general
news. Many most likely did both. 79 lt should also be mentioned that very few people
authored the writings of any single Italian-Canadian publication.
In order to understand the community's acculturation to the Canadian political
system, this thesis begins in the years immediately following the Second World War.'In
Chapter 1, l explore the role community elites played in the construction of a politicized
ltalian-Canadian identity, by me ans of a qualitative study of Il Cittadino Canadese. The
newspaper was founded by Antonino Spada, a vehement anti-facist, and, as l will argue,
imbued with a political purpose since its inception. Spada's emphasis on civic dut y was,
as we will see, a determinant factor in the adjustment and acculturation of the postWorld War II collectivity. Because ltalian political representation was a key component
of Spada's vision of Canadianization, Il Cittadino Canadese's writers supported the

l
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candidacy of Alfredo Gagliardi, a Montreal-born Italian, during his municipal election
campaigns and thus mobilized the community's voters. In addition to encouraging
formaI political participation, with the arrivaI of thousands of new immigrants; the
newspaper' s journalists sought to unify Italian immigrants to improve their social,
economic, and political standing. As a result of their efforts, numerous community
institutions were built in the city, which inscribed the community in Montreal's urban·
landscape. A key period in Montreal Italian-Canadian history, the actions undertaken by
the Italian-Canadian leadership, as this first chapter will conclude, prepared the
community for the upheavals ofthe Saint-Léonard School Crisis.
Addressing the 1960 to 1977 years, Chapter 2 will investigate the role Italiani

Canadi<ins played in the Quiet Revolution. Adjusted to Canadian society, including its
political system, community leaders were now more concerned \Yith improving the poor
working and living conditions of Italian immigrants, -than political representation.
Significantly, however, the necessity of formaI and. informaI political activism was
increasingly brought to light with the intensification of the labour movement and the
linguisticquestion. Journalists encouraged immigrant workers to join unions and to
strike, as weIl as defend their
choice of English-Ianguage education for their children.
,
Mobilization in response to the linguistic crisis, however, pitted Italian-Canadians
against the province's French-speaking majority. Provo king the unification of the
collectivity's institutions, the events of the 1960s and 1970s solidified the ItalianCanadian identity, while it, also, as we will see, led to internaI dissent and political
heterogeneity amongst community members. Because of these developments, l have
identified the language debate as a turning point in Italiàh-Canadian political
participation.

L~ftist

groups, su ch as the socialist Movimento progressista italo-

quebecchese critiqued the so-called Italian elite via its newsletter, Il Lavoratore. Another
dissenting voice, Marco Micone, a young artist, did so publicly, to the great ire of the
established lyadership. As l will maintain, politically active Italian-Canadians hereby
divided, more or less, into two camps, one very "progressive" and the other quite
"traditional". This political fragmentation was, nonetheless, n.ot uniform and was
continually contested, especially with the rise of the feminist rnovement.
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The focus of Chapter 3, Italian-Canadian feminist activism will illustrate a third
form of political schism.

While adhering to the "progressive" political tendency, a

group of young students came together in 1978 to found the Centro Donne Italiane.
Though influenced by socialist thought, like the M.P.I.Q., the founders of the Montreal
Italian Women's Centre, nevertheless, underscored the "intersection of c1ass, ethnic, and
gender divisions.,,80 The origins of the Montreal·lt<:tlian Women's Centre, 'in fact, point
to the role Italian-style patriarchy pIayed in motivating these women to establish their
own political practices. Relying upon the organization's newsletters, Il Bollettino and

L 'altrafaccia della luna, 1 will argue that the Women's Centre effectively reconciled the
differences between the "modem" and the "traditionaI" women of thé community,
1

essentially by focusing on empowerment, awareness, and solidarity. Because selfidentified feminists were a definite minority, this chapter will indicate the differences
between ethnic women, as weIl as the competing definitions of feminist liberation. For
instance, Italian-Canadian women did not necessary understand wifEihood, motherhood,
or re'ligion in the same manner. Likewise, Italian immigrant women have viewed these
. same aspects of womanhood differently from French- or English-Canadian women, and
thus would have offered opposing solutions to their oppression. This final chapter,
conc1uding in 1990, should reassert the idea of Italian-Canadian political heterogeneity.
Disassociated from the collectivity's mainstream institutions, Italian feminists formed
their own community, equally as politicized.

As members of Montreal' s largest allophone group, the Italian-Canadians
occupied a precarious place in post-World War II Quebecois society, defined more and
more by the French language, versus the Catholic religion. Arguably more so than any
others, they have often been caught in the middle of the two linguistic majorities, as weIl
as their respective, and frequently opposing, understanding of the local and national.
This thesis, however, will try not to emphasize conflicts sUITounding ethnic relations in
Quebec. Instead, 1 will attempt to underline the lesser. known interplay between groups,
since cultures, politics, and intellectùal ideas are necessarily "forged through an

80 Floya Anthias and Nira Yuval-Davis, "Contextualizing Ferninism: Gender, Ethnie, and Class
.
Divisions," Feminist Review 15 (Winter, 1983),64.
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interaction of intérnal and external influences. 81 As we will see, Italian immigrants were
influenced by broader Quebec and Canadian societies, and they influenced them.
Finally, Italian-Canàdians present historians with an alternative perspective on Montreal
society, one that is neither French nor English-Canadian. At the crossroads of the two
Canadas, the histories, identities, and experiences of ltalian-Canadians indicates the
complexity of the AnglophonelFrancophonelAllophone dynamic, mainly in Montreal,
but also across Canada. Although my thesis will undoubtedly faIl into the domain of
ethnie studies, it is; first and foremost, a work in <;anadian history, simply toId from the
perspective of the "third solitude". Similar to a1l scholars of Diasporas, 1 aspire to
challenge the "exclusivity on which dominant versions ofnationaLidentity and collective
belonging are based," thereby contributing to a "multi-centric" intqrpretation of
Canadian history.82
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Chapter 1
The Early Years: Asserting the Italian-Canadian Place in the
Urban Landscape, the Case of Alfredo Gagliardi, 1945-1960

. The post-World War II political participation of Montreal's Italian-Canadian
community can trace its origins to the interwar period. Deeply affected by the
intellectual and political climate of the times, the collectivity "nearly unanimously"
supported Italy's fascist regime. Although surely a number of expatriates agreed
ideologically with the Mussolini government, Italian immigrants, generally poor
workers, mainly enjoyed the attention paid to them by the totalitarian establishment.
Replacing the tenn "emigrant" with "Italians abroad", Montreal Italians now felt
"assisted" and "protected" by their home land during these years of economic
upcertainty.l In Quebec, especially, the Consulate was very active in mobilizing the
"colony". Quickly gaining the backing of the community elite, the major institutions of
the collectivity, notably La Madonna della Difesa, an Italian-Ianguage Church, diffused .
Il Duce's dogma to the overwhelmingly illiterate masses. However, whih~ Italian priests

and notabili glorified Italian fascism, there also existed a dissident movement within the
community, led by Antonino Spada. Born in Italy, Spada arrived in Canada in 1924. A
vehe~ent

anti-fascist, he was very involved in the North American campaign against the

Italian regime, actively participating in the "Free Italy" movement. 2 Often speaking on
behalf of his comrades to the Canadian authorities, Spada professed his allegiance to the
Allied cause and denounced his fellow Italians indoctrinated by Mussolini's dogma. 3
1

After Italy went to war, Spada took his critique a step further by establishing Il Cittadino
Canadese, an Italian-Ianguage publication, in 1941. Influencing the ideological slant of
1

. 'hi~ newspaper, Spada's early political activism and loyalty to Canada, as l will argue,
1

were determinant factors in the adjustment and acculturation of the post-World War II
1 Filippo
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Montreal Italian-Canadian cOinmunity, especially with regards to its political
participation.
As the following chapter will demonstrate, 1945-1960 were the foundation years
of the postwar collectivity. A time of economic boom, Italians were welcomed to
4
Canada en masse as "bona fide" immigrants. Due to the Immigration Act of 1952,

favouring family re-unification, kinship networks were established and Italians, to a
certain extent, were able to re-create the warmth that characterized their native villages
in Canada. 5 Most importantly, however, an intellectual and entrepreneurial class took
over the reigns of cornmunity leadership. No longer Italian priests, unlike the early'
twentieth century, the postwar elites exercised a modernizing influence over the
collectivity, disseminated, in part, by Il Cittadino Canadese. 6 Remaking the community
iri its own image, these ambitious. leaders sought to construct a politicized

Italian~

Canadian identity and eventually, asserted the community's presence in Montreal. As a
reflection of their efforts, several politicians of It~lian descent were elected to municipal
office in 1950, 19,54,1957, and 1960 and numerous community institutions were built in
the city, namely the Ospedale Italiano Santa Cabrini, founded in 1957. While exerting
considerable control over the Italian masses, a role solidified by the end ofthe 1950s, the
economic and intellectual elite, undoubtedly, played a crucial role dun'ng the postwar
years, when Italianess, as we will see, was no longer a "liability", but an "asset".7 A key
period in Montreal Italian-Canadian history, the actions undertaken by the ItalianCanadian leadership, as this chapter will conclude, prepared the commuriity for the
upheavals of the Quiet Revolution,

1.

esp~cially

the St. Leonard School Crisis of 1967.

The Construction of a Politicized Italian-Canadian Identity
In spite of the obvious difficulties faced by aIl immigrants to Canada, the post-

World War II was a time of hopefulness. The war over, mu ch of the suspicion directed
4 Franca Iacovetta, Such Hardworking People: Itahan Immigrants in Postwar Toronto (Montreal:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1992), 107.
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towards the ltalian Diaspora, as a possible "fifth column", large1y disappeared. 8 No
longer considered "enemy aliens", ltalian-Canadian intellectuals reveled in the postwar
atmosphere. 9 Il Cittadino Canadese, diffusing this optimism to the community, printed
several articles conceming the Canadian Citizenship Act. Enacted June 27th, 1946 and
coming into effect January lst, 1947, the new law conferred a 'common citizenship on all
Canadians, wh ether born in Canada or not. In a translated version of a speech given by
Liberal Cabinet member Paul Martin, new arrivaIs are welcomed into the "Canadian
famiIy" and encouraged to proclaim with pride, "1 am Canàdian", regardless of
ethnicity.IO In addition to a change in attitude on the part of the Canadian govemment,.
~

the Italian-Canadian community was fortified by its ever-increasing numbers.
Significantly, the newspaper encouraged long-standing immigrants to embrace their
recently landed "brothers", as cultural and economic reinforcements. The "new
immigration", as Antonino Spada stressed, "is equivalent or superior to the old".
Contrasting their higher education level, in comparison to the prevalence of illitetacy
amongst older community members, he ensured his readers that the more recent
immigrants would "maintain the good reputation of the Italians in Canada". 11 Moreover,
seen as bringing "new ideas", "new aspirations", and "new' energies", the ltalian
collectivity was rejuvenated by the new arrivaIs, many young and eager to fully
participate in Canadian society.12 Clearly a time of great change for the community, the
post-World War II period can be considered a new chapter in Montreal ltalian-Canadian
history or, in the words of Spada, a time for "rebirth.,,13 ,

8 Library and Archives Canada,\Antonino Spada Fonds, R2934-0-6-F, Volume l, "Says Fascists
Have Fifth Column Active in Canada," Ottawa Journal, 16 December, 1940.
9 "Cittadinanza Canadese e l'unita nazionale: risposta dell'On. Anthony Hlynka, al discorso
dell'On. Paul Martin, Segretario di Stato," Il Cittadino Canadese, 18 May 1946,3.
10 "Cittadinanza canadese e l'unita nazionale: discorso dell'On. Martin," Il Cittadino Canadese, 4
May 1946,3.
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Contrary to the early twentieth century, post-World Wàr II ltalian immigrants to
North American came with, the "intent to stay".14 Reflected in the writings of Il

Cittadino Canadese, the identity cultivated amongst ltalian communities abroad was
well-anchored in the Diaspora. With only the essentials of ltalian news, mu ch of the
newspaper was' dedicated to community life in North America. Complete with its own
"mythology"15 a new "imagined community,,16 was created via the Italian-Ianguage
publication, where, for example, ltalian-American "heroes", such as Fiorello
LaGuardia 17 , the beloved former major of New York, were glorified. 18 Significantly,
Montreal ltalian-Canadian elites were also well-aware of the particularities of living in
Canada's francophone province. As they experienced the Canadian duality on a daily
basis, Unlike their counterparts in Toronto, Antonino Spada and other editorialists
conceived Canadian immigration as being divided into two types: "that which cornes to
Quebec and that which goes to the rest of the country.,,19 Interestingly, instead of
encouraging integration into one or the other, Enzo Colla, a regular contributor,
proposed that Italians become the "mediators" between French and English-Canadians,
two groups often in opposition. 20 Neither French, nor English, ltalian-Canadians in fact
looked to the Jewish collectivity for inspiration. With its origins dating back to the early
twentieth century, the Jewish community had a well-developed institutional network,
due, in part, to its status as a religious minority in a province sharply divided along
Catholic and Protestant lines. Highly "institutionally complete", it was the envy of the

14

Giuseppe Prezzolini, "Discorso agli emigrati,", Il Cittadino Canadese, 16 January 1953,2.

15 The terrn mythology was used by the narrator, Arthur Lamoth~, in the documentary, Dimanche
D'Amérique. Dir. Gilles CarIes. National Film Board of Canada, 1961. He oudines the development of the
Italian-American "nation," evoking the emphasis placed on and pride created by the success of certain
individuals, such as Joe DiMaggio and Fiorello LaGuardia. This concept is also present in Il Cittadinb
Canadese, where La Guardia, especially, was mentioned.
16 Benedict Anderson, L'imaginaire national. Réflexions sur l'origine et l'essor du nationalisme
(Paris: Editions la découverte, 1996),23-58.

17 Fiorello LaGuardia, the American-bom son of an Italian Catholic father and Italian J~wish
mother, was the mayor of New York from 1934-1945.
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December 1955,4.
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Italian-Canadian intellectual class. 21 Often praising its organizational ability,joumaJists
desired an ltalian version of every Jewish institution imaginable, from the Hebrew Free
Loan Association to the Jewish General Hospita1. 22 A more successful ethnie group,'
Italians were encouraged to emulate Jews, especially with regards to their perceived
. 23
group coheSlOn.
Undoubtedly, an implicit message of unit y permeated the writings of Il Cittadina

Canadese. In an article entitled Unirsi a perire (Unite ar Perish), Anselmo Bartolotti
maintained that solidarity is the key to solving the problems specifie to ItalianCanadians. 24 For example, he referred to an article printed in an Ottawa newspaper in

1944, Eager ta Quit Waps Beg Lane Officer ta Capture Them. If Italians were not
fighting "like cats and dogs" amongst themselves, he argued, they would not be "only
wops" in the eyes of the Canadian public and authorities. Unit y is necessary, he
continued, not only for economic or political motives, but also for the children of Italian
'immigrants, whom "are. Canadians and want to beCanadians for real".25 In fact, it
appeared to be the consensus amongst the community elites, economic and intellectual,
that Italian immigrants needed to "assimilate" to the social, economic and political life
of Canada. By actively participating, the reasoning went; Italians would improve their
status and prestige in Canadian society.26 The first step to "assimilating", however, was
Italian-Canadian representation in the municipal, provincial, and· federal echelons of
govemment. Ensuring the particular needs of immigrants on the Canadian agenda,
Italian-Canadians in high-ranking govemmental positions would bring to light, as

21 Jack Jedwab and Michael Rosenburg, "Institutional Completeness, Ethnic Organizational Style
and the Role of the State: The Jewish, ltalian and Greek Communities of Montreal". Canadian Review of
Sociology and Anlhropology 29, nO.3 (August 1992),274.
22 Nicola Ciamarra: "La nostra grande rniseria: una soluzione," Il Cittadino Canadese, 19
September 1958,2.
23 Nicola Ciamarra, "Come formare il' nostro capitale sociale," Il Cittadino Canadese, 26
SeptemberI958,2.
24
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perire," Il Cittadino Canadese, 16 September 1944,2.

1943,2.
26 Enzo Colla, "Per un giudice italiano," Il Citladino Canadese, 16 May 1952, 2; Antonino Spadà,
"Politicamente: Bianchi, ma stranieri 0 negri 'Tout Court'," Il Cittadino Canadese, 10 February 1956, 4;
Nicola Ciamarra, "Nel passato si era in pochi·e si e fatto molto; oggi siamo in tanti, ma disuniti e senza
ideali," Il Cittadino Canadese, 17 April 1959, 3.
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Camillo Carli, a journalist, wrote, "our difficulties, our troubles, and our most lègitimate
aspirations".27 Evidently, community elites believed only those of Italian descent,
regardless of place of birth, could properly advance the interests of the Italian immigrant
electorate, thereby defining community as a product of ethnicity. Significantly, Il
Cittadino Canadese wanted to be the newspaper of an Italian-Canadian's, whether born

in Italy or not. 28
. 1mbued with a strong politicai pUl-pose, the journalists of Il Cittadino Canadese
played an integrai role in

politicizin~

the collectivity; presumably hoping that informed

citizens would lead to the presfince of ltalian-Canadian politicians in office. Several
articles were, in effect, dedicated to the politicalsocialization of immigrants, containing
in depth explanations of the Canadian electoral system. 29 Similarly, the newspaper's key
function was to incu1cate its readership with "a sense of dignity and responsibility".
Emphasizing "civic dut y", Antonino Spada c1aimed Il Cittadino Canadese to be
politically independent, only motivated by "defending the interests" of, ltalianCanadians, though, of course, a bias in itself. 30 Spada' s anti -fascist co fours are also quite
obvious when analyzing his editorials. Reminding his readers that the electoral ballot is
the "civilian arm" utilized in the "conquest of emancipation and auto-determination",
Spada demanded that naturalized immigrants exercisetheir "rights" and "duties" as
citizens and vote in aIl elections. 31 Evoked in numerous editorials throughout the 1940s
and 50s, the act of voting was equated with "liberty" and the "conservation of
humanity".32 Related to the value placed on the democratic process was, perhaps
unsurprisingly, especially considering the name of the newspaper, the àcquisition of
27
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29 Antonino Spada, "Il significato delle elezioni comunali," Il Cittadino Canadese, 29 October
1954, 1; Antonino Spada, "Questi ludi elettorilli," Il Cittadino Canadese, 18 May 1956, 4; Antonino
Spada, "Norme elettorali," Il Cittadino Canadese, 26 April 1957, 4; Antonino Spada, "Le. elezioni
amministrazione," IlCittadino Canadese, 1 November 1957,A. '
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destino," Il Cittadino Canadese, 9 June 1945, 1; Antonino Spada, "Andiamo a votare!," Il Cittadino
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Canadian citizenship.33 Legally speaking, citizenship would put ltalian immigrants on
the same footing as native-born Canadians. 34 Still, it was to be taken with great
"seriousness" and inc1uded the obligation to be infonned of Canadian social and
economic issues. 35 Therefore, political participation and integration, at least to standards
set by ltalian elites, were intrinsically connected.
As early as 1943, Spada proc1aimed "The ltalian m Canada has proven, and
proves every day, with the blood of his children, with his Work, with his qualities, with
his detennination, that, notwithstanding the greatest of sacrifices and humiliations, he
feels and is, Canadian.,,36 However, "Canadian", as the ltalians were well-aware, is a
loosely defined term. "Who is Canadian?" was the question Spada rhetorically posed to
his readers, when commenting on the multiple c1eavages within Canadian society.37
With no c1ear answer, ltalian elites cultivated their own sense of Canadianess, where
assimilation was not understood according to its usual definition. Instead, journalists
promoted the maintenance of ltalian culture across the generations, seeing no
contradiction in practicing Old Country traditions, while adopting a "Canadian Way of
Life".38 With regards to the politicàl sphere, as Enzo Colla explained, Canada consists of
a "mosaic of nationalities". A view reinforced by the presence of French and EnglishCanadians in Montreal; collaboration was seen as "necessary" between them. Thus,
ltalian-Canadians were perceived as partaking in an already heterogeneous political
culture. Quoting Prime Minister Saint Laurent, Colla asserted that the coexistence of
multiple groups in the "public life" is essential to the development of the country.39
Likewise, ltalian-Canadian elites believed· it was the "inalienable right" of c6mmunity
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members to be represented in the municipal, provincial, an~ federal governments. 40 As
Colla·editorialized:
Citizenship does not entail only duties, but also rights. One cannot in fact
pretend that a person finds himselfat his leisure in a house, having been
told 'This is your home', and then being forced to wash the floor. This
pers on will continue to consider himself a servant, and consider others, .
those seated on the sofa, as the masters. 41
Indeed, shortly after the election of the first Italian-Canadian, Alfredo Gagliardi,
to municipal office in 1950, Antonino Spada stated, "Since we have helped to build
railroads, buildings, bridges, canals, and roads? it is also ourright to go to the municipal
council. ,,42

II. Al'fredo Gagliardi, an Italian";Canadian Politician
Born in Montreal in 1920· to ltalian parents,. Alfredo Gagliardi was the first
ltalian-Canadian to penetrate the Montreal political realm of the post-World War II
period. Educated at McGill University and Université de

Montréal~

Gagliardi was

tri lingual. Described as "being a good Canadian citizen, but also a good ltalian", this
young man was very active in community life. For instance, the year before his election,
Gagliardi became the producer of an ltalian-Ianguage radio Show. 43 He was, as a result, a
very well-known. figure amongst ltalian immigrants. 44 In fact,during his election
. campaign, with the full backing of community elites, Gagliardi utilized his popularity as
weIl as his ethnicity to garner votes: In an open letter printed in Il Cittadino Canadese,
Gagliardi called on ltalians to "defend their name, their prestige and their race"; by
voting for him. Dedicating very little space to his actual. platform, the ambitious
politician reminded ltalians that "the first battle is always the most difficult". "Today it's
me", he wrote, "that is asking to be sent to the municipal council, but tomorrow it could
40 Antonino Spada, "Entuistica assemblea, giovedi sera nel quartiere Montcalm in faYOTe dei
candidato Alfredo Gagliardi," Il Cittadino Canadese, 9 December 1950,6.
41
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42 Antonino Spada, "Entuistica assemblea, giovedi sera nel quartiere Montcalm in favore dei
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be you, your children, your grandchildren ... " Gagliardi also emphasized that his elec;tion
would accelerate the integration process of ltalians, a step in achieving the same success
45
as other Diasporacommunities, such as New York and Buenos Aires. In short, the
election of an ltalian-Canadian politician was seen, not only by Gagliardi, but also by
Antonino Spada, as necessary in the ltalian immigrant quest to "become Canadian.,,46
Once elected, community elites rejoiceg, convinced that ltalians were "marching
towards the conquest of civic, political and administrative positions" previously reserved
for citizens of English or French descent. 47 Considered a sign of acceptance, the election
of Gagliardi to municipal council, most importantly~ meant a "voice" for the ltalians of
Montrea1. 48 Flilfilling expectations, Gagliardi defended the community, for example, ,
when a French-language newspaper insinuated that ltalian immigrants were highly
involved in illegal activity. Writing to the newspaper, as weIl as to the Canadian
authorities, Gagliardi did not completely deny the charges. Instead, he c1aimed it was all
but a small minority, desperate for a livelihood and therefore pushed into crime. He then
stated that the integration of immigrants into the "social, economic and political order"
49
",as the responsibility of everyone. In gen~ral, however, Gagliardi lnoved away from
ethnically-specific issues while in office. 5o He was involved in numerous projects and
believed in the unit y of all people, regardless of ethnicity.51 Speaking in three languages
during his electoral campaign, Gagliardi also sought the support of citizens of non-:
45 "Siate tutti presenti alla grande assemblea di chiusura dei candidate Alfredo Gagliardi,
domenica alle ore 8pm al NO.6645 St. Laurent," 1/ Cittadino Canf!dese, 9 December 1950, 1..
46 Antonino Spada, -"Bisogna eleggere Gagliardi se vogliamo provare di essere diventati
canadese," 1/ Cittadino Canadese, 9 December 1950,4.
47 "La vittoria di Alfredo Gagliardi consacra l'unione degli italiani di Montreal," Il Cittadino
.
Canadese, 18 December 1950, 1.

48
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49 "Vibrata protesta dei consigliere Gagliardi contro calunnie sui nuovi arrivati italiani," 1/
Cittadino Canadese, 2 October 1953, 1.
50 "Sarallno le elezioni municipaÙ avanzate di un mese?: Proposta dei nostro consiglière Alfredo
Gagliardi," 1/ Cittadino Canadese, 20 January 1951, 1;, "Gagliardi e la Croce Rossa," 1/ Cittadino
Canadese, 13 February 1953, 1; "Gagliardi fa votare la pensione al sindaco Houde," 1/ Cittadino
Canadese, 6 November 1952, 1; "Gagliardi propone un 'referundum' per la metro di Montreal," Il
Cittadino Canadese, 18 December 1953, 1; "Il sogno di una carriera politica: 1.200.000 per lavori pubblici
in Montcalm: Alfredi Gagliardi ottiene un centro civico che fara onore al nostro distretto, Alleanza FilionGagliardi," 1/ Cittadino Canadese, 6 August 1954, 1.
51 "La vittoria di Alfredo Gagliardi consacra l'unione degli italiani di Montreal," 1/ Cittadino
Canadese, 18 December 1950, 1.
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Italian origin. 52 Nevertheless, throughout his career, Alfredo Gagliardi was considered,
both by Italians and non-Italians, as a representative for the community, a role he
unreservedly carried out.
Seeking
election in the heavily Italian-concentrated riding of, Laurier in East
,
,

Montreal, under the banner of the Union Nationale, Paul Provençal aggressively courted
the support of the Italian-Canadian CIectorate during the ] 952 provincial elections.
Campaigning with the slogan, "A vote for Paul Provençal is a vote fot Gagliardi, for the
Italians", Provençal, as one of his tactics, relied. on the esteem and collaboration of the
Italian-Canadian municipal councilor. Proc1aiming that the "ltalian era in Quebec"
began in 1950, with the election of Gagliardi, the French-Canadian politician evoked
"ethnic" issues, namely the desire on the part of the community for the appointment of
an Italian judge, an ltalian member of provincial parliament as weIl as the establishment
of an Italian orphanage and an Italian hospital, while c1aiming to be in favour of these
demands. Evidently gaining the support of the community's elite, Paul Provençal, as
advertised in Il Cittadino Canadese, spoke at the ltalian Chutch, La Madonna Della
\

Difesa, shortly before the election. In fact, this tri lingual assembly, attended by
Camillien Boude, Montreal's major, and various ltalian-Canadian elites, including
. Alfredo Gagliardi, exemplified the behaviour of "majority" politicians towards' their
"ethnic" voters and vice versa. 53 Prominent English and French-Canadians were
frequently invited to events held by ltalian-Canadian intellectuals or entrepreneurs. 54
Used as a means to voice the needs of Italian immigrants, "majority" politicians, in tum,
expressed "friendship'; towards the community, often referring, as Pnme Minister St
Laurent did, to the "glory" of ltaly's civilization and its people. It was, indeed, very

52 "Entusia~tica assemblea,1 giovedi sera nel quartiere Montcalm in favore dei candidato Alfredo
Gagliardi," Il Cittadino Canadese, 9 December 1950, 6; "Gagliardi propone un 'referendum' per la metro
di Montreal," Il Cittadino Canadese, 18 December 1953, 1; "Il sogno di una carriera politica, 1.200.000
per lavori pubblici in Montcalm: Alfredo Gagliardi ottiene un centro civico che fara onore al nostro
distretto," Il Cittadino Canadese, 6 August 1954,2 .
. 53
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Il Cittadino Canadese, 2 December 1953, 1; "Nella nostra colonia: il discorso dei Presidente della
C.I.B.P.A," Il Cittadino Canadese, 25 November 1955,4; "Proficua riunione degli Uomini d'Affari ItaloCanadesi," Il Cittadino Canadese, 8 November 1957, l.
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common to see the use of such language before municipal, provincial, and federal
elections. 55
After a successful first term in office, Alfredo Gagliardi sought re-electÏon in
1954,

~s

municipal councilor. After citing his many accomplishments, Antonino Spada

wrote in Il Cittadino Canadese, "Gagliardi has done his job, now it is time to do ourS.,,56
Encouraging its readers to look past personal reservations and ideological divergences,
the ltalian-Ianguage newspaper incited "Italians to vote ltalian". The solution to the
problems that plagued the immigrant community, voting for politicians of Italian
(

descent, in this case Alfredo Gagliardi, Colombo Teodori, Giacomo Tozzi, and
(

Guglielmo Remiggi, was, according to Ermanno LaRiccia, a joumalist, the Italian...:
Canadian "duty".57 In particular, Gagliardi's campaign team overtly appealed to
downtrodden Italian immigrants, maintaining that he, a "brother", speaks their
"language", both literally and figuratively.58 Perhaps unsurprisingly, Alfredo Gagliardi
was re-elected, along with Giacomo Tozzi. Although Il Cittadino Canadese celebrated
the victories as a means to "protect" the disadvantaged members of the community and
advance Italian-Canadian "interests", there were, nevertheless, much broader
implications. 59 As evidenced by Gagliardi, who beat out his rival by 2, 700 voices, the
winning candidates succeeded in earning a significant amount of votes from Canadians
of other ethnic backgrounds, not only Italian. Thus, these elections signified, in the eyes
of Spada, that ltalians were no longer a "minority" in Montreal. 60 Closer to achieving the '

55 "L'era italiana nel Quebec," Il Cittadino Canadese, 'Il July 1952, 5; '''Siate fieri d'essere
italiani': il deputatO. Azellus Denis presenta gliO.ratO.ri," Il Cittadino Canadese, 27 March 1953, 2;"11
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"ideal", the "ltalian-Canadian soul", the editor-in-chief proclaimed, "is fully Italian,
fully Canadian.,,61
A notable exception, particular attention was paid to female voters during the
election campaign. In 1954, the "women of Italy" were "called to the polIs", wamed that
by not voting, they would be counted amongst the "deserters".62 Usually absent in Il

Cittadino Canadese's politic:al propaganda, women, in gyneral, were ignored by the
newspaper. Assuming a strong male voice, the Italian-Ianguage publication failed to
'address the specific needs ofwomen or reduced them to an "innocuous" weekly column,
63
written by Antonino Spada's daughter; Armida. "Do we not exist?" asked one female
reader, in a letter to the editor, commenting on the difficulties that both sexes facedin
Canada. 64 With regards to political 'participation, Italian-Canadian women were neither
expected nor encouraged to strive to acquire high-ranking positions. With duties lying in
the home, women were to "exerclse their 'grand mission' within the family, for the
benefit of the' family".65 However, women did have a political role to play, albeit
relegated to the informaI sphere and highly influenced by Catholic culture. More
specifically, in an article entitled Una donna in politica (A Woman in Politics), Igino
Giordani, a contributor, outlined the virtues of Saint Catherine of Siena, as exemplifying
the Italian female ideal. Exalted for her patriotism, humility, and servitude, Italian
women were convinced to emulate her "Christian charity".66 Interestingly, ItalianCanadian women in Montreal, when active in community life, were almost exclusively
involved in Italian community organizations, coordinating, for example, fundraising
campaigns for charities or cultural events. Though receiving little notice otherwise, they
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were, nevertheless, congratulated for their efforts in these instances. 67 As will be
discussed in Chapter 4, it was not until the riseof second wave feminism that ltalianCanadian women assumed a more public role.

III. Pressure Group Politics: The Increasing Italian-Canadian
Presence in Montreal
On the eve of the 1957 municipal elections, .the mayor of Montreal, Jean
Drapeau, announced funding for an ltalian hospital, to be located in St-Michel, a
northeast end neighbourhood with a strong ltalian presence. Antonino Spada did not
disregard the timely announcement as politically-motivated. Instead, he recognized the
role the Drapeau-Desmarais administration played, essentially expressing his gratitude,
while referring to the "hard work" of certain individuals, leading to the necessary
grant. 68 Behind the project, in addition to the Santa Cabrini Sisters, were Giacomo
Tozzi, a municipal councilor, Doctor Gian Paolo Larini and the Canadian ltalian
Business and Professional Association (C.I.B.P.A).69 An affirmation of the ltalian
presence in the metropolis, the hospital was, in effect, the product of years of lobbying
on the part of ltalian-Canadian elites. More specifically, the C.I.B.P.A, for example,
though primarily a business:-orierited organization, aimed to ameliorate the economic
conditions of ltallan immigrants 70, primarily by providing them with various forms of
social assistance. 71 An elitist association, they were, nevertheless, effective in placing
the needs of the ltalian-Canadian masses on the political agenda, as evidenced by the

Ospedale Italiano Santa Cabrini and Orfanotrofio San Giuseppe, located relatively close
to the hospital. The orphanage, also the result of an "intense campaign", was originally
established in 1922, and then expanded in 1955 with the financial aid of the provincial
67 "Comitato Attivita Culturali della Casa· d'ltalia-Resocanto di Giovanna d'Auria alla nostra
comunita," Il Cittadino Canadese, 21 July 1951, 1; "Oltre $1,110,000 raccolti dalla federazione opere di
carita delle parrochhie di Montreal," Il Cittadino Canadese, 24 April 1959, 2.
68 Antonino Spada, "L'ospedale italiano a Montreal, e una realta di fatto," Il Cittadino Canadese,
25 October 1957,1-2.
69 Giosafat Mingarelli, Gliitaliani di Montreal: Note e Profili. Second Edition (Montreal: Centro
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November 1955,4.
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and municipal gov~mments, as well as Italian-Canadian associations. 72 The pridè of the
community, the two institutions were headed by Italian nuns and praised, not only for
what the y signified to Italian immigrants, but also because of the moral and religious
weight they carried. 73 Open to all, irrespective of ethnicity, Italian-Canadians truly
believed the y wère making a contribution to Montrea1. 74
More broadly, by the late 1950s, the image of Montreal's Little Italy was wellembedded in the minds of English and French-Canadians. Lined with Italian businesses,
community institutions and inhabited by many immigrants, the area surrounding Jean
Talon Street, indeed, exuded a certain "ambience" .75 Attaining a degree of comfort, here
Italians gathered on street corners, attended religious processions, and discussed in
European-style cafés. 76 Yet, because of the immigrants' un-Canadian ways and
"propensity for clllstering", the neighbourhood was, to a certain extent, "othered" by
·outside observers. 77 Even Canadian authorities expressed concern with regards to
Italian-Canadian residential patterns. "Isolated", Little Italy was blamed for the
"retarded assimilation process" of new arrivaIs, as well as being an enclave where
"gangsterism" thrived and men and women lived in complete "ignorance" of the rest of
the country.78 Perhaps in response to this negative representation, the intellectual and
economic elite worked to assert the collectivity's place in the public sphere, encouraging
the open celebration of an Italian-Canadian identity. Demarcating the area as an Italian
neighborhood, not simply by nature of its residents, "Italian Day", for example, was held
in Belmont Park and attracted 25, 000 people. Hosted by the Order of Italian-Canadians
and wealthy members of the community, with the, participation of prominent French72
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Canadians, 'the day was deemed a success. 79 In fact, many similar events were held in
the city.80 Thus, concrete actions were taken on the part of the elite to increase ItalianCanadian visibility, a phenomenon going hand in hand with an enhanced political
presence.
Frequently speaking on behalf of the community, the Canadian ltalian Business
,

and Professional Association's political role merits further examination. The most
noticeable Italian-Canadian organization in Montreal, the C.I.B.P.A hosted annual golf
toumaments and elaborate banquets, events well-attended by leading French and
English-Canadians. 81 Founded in 1949, the association, above aH, strived to represent
the "best" of the Italian-Canadian "element" to broader Quebecois society.82 Open to
any 'Italian-Canadian, the Association was, nevertheless, dominated by wealthy
businessmen, lawyers and doctors, in other words, the elites of the postwar period. 83
1

Related to its role in Canadian politics, it is important to note that politicians of Italian
descent, especially Alfredo Gagliardi, were affiliated with the C.l.B.P.A. As full-fledged
member, the young politician was often an honoured guest at its events 84 and received an
open letter of congratul~tion lJPon his. re-election in 1954. 85 Significantly, Gagliardi also
served as an intermediary between the C.I.B.P.A and the Canadian authorities. For
exaI?ple, he presented,on the part of the Association, a car to Montreal's mayor,
Camillien Houde, in 1953, expressing gratitude for the French-Canadian politician' s

79 "Un successo caloroso ha arriso alla 'ÜÎornata ltaliana' al Parco Belmont," Il Cittadino
Canadese, 5 August 1960,2; "Le manifestazioni italo-canadesi," Il Cittadino Canadese, 3 July 1959, 10.
80 "La comunita italiana offrira un banchetto a Segni, e Pella," Il Cittadino Canadese, 4
September 1959,1; "Le manifestazioni italo-canadesi," Il Cittadino Canadese, 3 July 1959,10; "L'ottavo
torneo annuale di golf organizzato dalla C.I.B.P.A," Il Cittadino Canadese, 5 August 1960,8.
81 "Le piu alte personalita di Montreal presenti al banchetto degli uomini d'affari italo-canadese,"
Il Cittadino Canadese, 2 December 1953, 1; ~'Nella nostra colonia: Il dise orso deI Presidente della
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"friendship" and "kindness" towards Italian-Canadians. 86, Yet, Gagliardi did not receive
open or financial support from the CJ.B.P.A during elections campaigns, nor was the
organization ever directly involved. Thus, while the institution trained, and made use of,
ambitious Italian-Canadians, who later assumed prominent positions in broader
Canadian society, its actual influence in electoral politics was quite negligible. In
essence, the Canadian ltalian Business and Professional Association's political activities
lay in the informaI sphere, serving, in sum, as a lobby group. Believed that the benefits
of its actions wou Id "trickle-down" to disadvantagedItalian immigrants 87 , Antonino
Spada proc1aimeq as early as 1953, "The successof the businessmen success is our
success,,88.

-

Quite plausibly, though not necessarily, the result of the Canadian Italian
Business and Professional Association's efforts, Pietro Sciortino was appointed Queen's
Counsel in 1955. 89 Born in 1918 to Sicilian immigrants, he was considered a"syrnbol"
by the cornrnunity, due to his success as weIl as hisloyalty.9o For instance, as a graduate
of the McGill University Faculty of Law, the young Italian-Canadian spent the early
years ofhis career, in additi9n to working for a law firm, defending the rights ofItalians
at risk for deportation. 91 Of course, Montrealltalian-C~adians were then ecstatic when
the news broke of his promotion to the position of judge, to preside over the Cour des

Sessions de la Paix, in 1959. 92 Il Cittadino Canadese, in particular, published a special
issue for the occasion, printing congratulatory advertisements from ail the major
organizations and businesses within the community. Here, both Italian and "majority"
elites intèrpreted Sciortino' s appointrnent as an indication of the Italian-Canadian
contribution to Canada, while presenting the decision, taken by the provincial
86 "1 Canadesi ltaliani hanno offerto un 'automobile al sindaco Houde," Il Cittadino Canadese, 7
August 1953,4.
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government, as "respectful of minority rights" within Quebec. 93 Proclaimed a "national
holiday" by Nicola Ciamarra, the Italian-Ianguage newspaper even interviewed
Sciortino's family, who was "beyond words".94 Astounded that a son of immigrants
could attain such a high-ranking position, CiamaITa emphasized the key role that
descendants of Italian immigrants will eventually come to play in Canadian society.95
SimiIarIy, when evoking the struggle on the part of aU Italian immigrants to facilitate the
advancement of their children, including his parents, Pietro Sciortino stated, "In us,
continues the work of our fathers".96 Thus, as evidenced by the success of this ItalianCanadian judge, the community elite in the 1950s perceived ltalian-Canadians to bean
ethnic group on the rise. Not without difficult challenges to face in the future, its fate,
nevertheless, lay in the hands of its CUITent members, with the power to determine the
social statJs of generations of Italian-Canadians. 97 Indeed, in the eyes of Italian
immigrants, collective and individual successes were linked, the former bèing even more
important than the latter,98

IV. The Solidification of the Italian-Canadian Political Elite
From 1958 to

1960~

Il Cittadino Canadese published l1umerous articles

addrcssing issues specifie to the Montreal ltalian community. Throughout the series,
Nicola Ci amarra interviewed ltalian-Cànadian entrepreneurs

and professionals,
including, for exampIe, owners of construction companies, engineers and priests. 99
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Âlthough the theme of unit y was always present in the newspaper, during this series, the
message became stronger, due, most likely, to the adjustment of the colleciivity to
Canadian socIety. Less preoccupied with the basics of acculturation, ltalian-Canadians
were now concemed with ameliorating their living conditions and ready to seek concrete
solutions. Acknowledging the class cleavage within the collectivity, Ciamarra
commanded the community elite to "take initiative". 100 Es~ecially in comparison to the
generous philanthropy, as weIl as strong leadership, practiced by the Jewish elite,
ltalian-Canadian businessmen did not fulfill expectations. 101 Accused of being "afraid",
the y were portrayed as self-interested, promoting the "folkloric and parochial aspects" of
ltalian-Canadian culture, while ignoring the "essentials", namely the rampant poverty
within the collectivity.102 In the concluding article, the interviewees stressed the
unchecked "exploitation" of ltalian workers, "insufficient assistance" in resolving workrelated issues, "very few cultural activities" and a "lack of leadership" capable of
representing the ltalian collectivity to broader Canadian society, issues that inhibited the
community from becoming a potential "third force". 103 In spite of the harsh critique, the
full participation of the economic elite was, nevertheless, recognized as indispensable in
order to increase the Italian-Canadian "social capital". 104 lts role was expected, by both
the intellectual and working-classes, to be similar to the financial and moral support
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glven by Montreal's Bronfmans to the institutions of the Jewish corn munit y,
particular the Canadian Jewish Congress. 105

ln

Imitating the Jewish "organizational style,,106,the National Congress of ltalianCanadians, it was believed, would enable ltalians to "solve their collective problems".
"New arrivaIs", as one ltalian-Canadian interviewee emphasized, "need guidance, in
order to integrate into Canadian society and only an association wou Id accomplish this
task l07 Serving as an umbrella organization, unifying the collectivity's nurherous
associations, 'the "Federation" would be the sole. political represe~tative of the
community, articulating its members' needs to the municipal, provinèial and 'federal
governments. 108 Headed by the already-established political and entrepreneurial elite, it
wou Id .also, in theory, eliminate "regionalism" amongst ltal1an immigrants. The
phenomenon at the root of disunity, it was very much reflected in the Diaspora's
institutional dynamic and the cause, as the writings of the ltalian-Ianguage newspaper
substantiate, of great di stress on the part of its leadership.lo9 lt was 'not until the
linguistic debate, however, that the National Congress of ltalian-Canadians would come
into being, in 1974. Claude Painchaud and Richard Poulin address thischange in ltalianCanadian leadership, arguing the following:
A l'intérieur de la communauté italienne, cette résistance à la francisation
a provoqué l'émergence d'un mouvement social sans précédent,
accélérant et renforçant la restructuration de la communauté dans son
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ensemble sous l'hégémonie d'un nouveaù leadership étroitement associé
à une bourgeoisie italo-québécoise montante. 110
As evidenced by the interviews conducted by Nicola Ci amarra, it is neverthe1ess
essential to note the extent that the Italian-Canadian businessmen already yielded
considerable power, and benefited from significant clout, amongst ltalian-Canadians
beforehand. The language debate was thus the catalyst, not the cause of institutional
unity. Most importantly, it was .in the late 1950s that Il Cittadino Canadese further
anointed and solidified the ltaliàn-Canadian political ehte. These men then officüilly
took over with the onset of language legislation, essentially rendering official a tendency
that previously existed.
IronicaIly, especially considering the emphasis on unity prevalent in Il Cittadino
Canadese, Alfredo Gagliardi and Antonino Spada became bitter competitors while
, seeking election in the same riding during the 1960 municipal elections. Conducting
smear campaigns against one another, this incidence highlights the precariousness of the
collectivity's internaI dynamic, even amongst its leadership. 1 Il Swiftly condemned by
the other institutions of the community, thé issue was addressed at a banquet hosted by
the Canadian ltalian ,Business and 'Professional Association. Though acknowledging the
"democratic" character of debate, the guest 'of honour, the lawyer Bruno Pateras,
denounced mean-spirited divisiveness, as seen in 1960, as "un-Christian" and "selfdestructive".112 However, the most interesting analysis came from Dr. Salvatore
Mancuso, in an interview with Nicola Ciamarra. Referring to the numerous ltalianCanadians running for office, under the banners of different parties, he asserted that
ideological heterogeneity shouldbe viewed as an indication of the Italian "vitality" and
"interest for aIl ideas and tendencies", not "discord." "Ten years ago", he continued, "no
one would have ever believed that we would display such an interest in the politics of
our city. This demonstrates, once again, that our community is well-integrated into
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Canadian life.,,113 Perhaps an overly positive interpretation of the Gagliardi versus Spada
rivalry, the Mancuso discussion, nonetheless, underscores the political maturity of the
community, at least in comparison to the early'1950s. Italians were, firstly, able to
disagree with each other in public and secondly, involved enough in municipal politics
to do so.
Undoubtedly, there was a remarkable improvement concemmg the political
representation of Italian-Canadians in Montreal' s govemment since the election of
Alfredo Gagliardi in 1950. In addition to Gagliardi, who remained a councilor until
1962, in 1952, Giacomo Tozzi was elected municipal councilor, and continued until
1960. Colombo Teodori was appointed in 1958 and even, the first ltalian-Canadian
Member of Provincial Parliament, Camillo Martellani, commenced his career as
municipal councilor m 1960, before moving up the National Assembly in 1966. 114
.

.

Running in ridings with high proportions of Italian immigrants, Italian-Canadian
politicians depended on the demographic strength of the collectivity during electoral
campaigns. For this reason, Nicola Ciamarra vehemently opposed the re-drawing of the
Montreal electoral J;llap, the result of a commission that aimed to modemize and
democratize the city' s institutions. Ils Referring to the Rapport Champagne of. 1960,
Ciamarra argued that, "in practice", the election of ethnic minorities would be rendered
. nearly impossible, as they could no longer rely on their communities of origin to gamer
votes. "Discriminatory", the reformed ridings, dividing Italian-Canadians, were
perceived, by Ciamarra, as impeding the affirmation of all ethnic minorities in the
metropolis.,,116 In general, however, Italian-Canadians manifested confidence towards.
the institutions of their adopted country and respected the nature of its democracy.
Politicians were described as being "competent" and when discrimination existed, save
immigration quotas, it was perceived as popular and not govemment-directed. ll7 As will
113 Ennanno LaRiccia, "Osservatorio politico: civismo e solidarieta: l soli messi per qualificarci,"
Il Cittadino Càiwdese, 14 October, 1960, 4.
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be discussed in Chapter 3, there was, nevertheless, a notable change in attitude after the
Saint-Leonard School Crisis of 1967, effecting the integration ofltalian-Canadians into,
and attitudes towards, Quebecois society.

To conclude, Italians-Canadians were very involved in Montreal politics and
even relatively successful at penetrating the ranks of the municipal government. The
most accessible echelon, this was viewed as the first step in achieving provincial and
federal representation, the ultimate goal for the intellectual class. Yet, the formaI system
was only one of the many political spheres infiltrated by the Italian-Canadian
community from 1945-1960. The entrepreneurial and professional elite asserted the
community's presence in the metropolis, organizing public events and establishing
Italian-specific institutions. Although undervalued, Italian womenalso played a role in
the collectivity's political life as fundraisers and coordinators. A time of

optimism~

Italian-Canadians genuinely presumed that they were making a significant contribution
to Canadian society. Accordingly, Italian-Canadians no longer maintained an immigrant
group perspective, but,. instead, adopted the viewpoint of an ethnic minority. Journalists
evoked the collectivity's numerical strength, as the largest group in Quebec after the two
founding peoples. Seen as a source of power by the community, Îtalians believed they
could become a

"t~ird

force" in Canada, thus integrating, essentially, as a collectivity

into a country with long-standing cleavages.
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Finally, by developing its leadership, institutional network, and relations with
French and English-Canadian politicians in the early years of the community's
acculturation and adjustment, the

entreprene~rial

and intellectual classes effectively

prepared the community to face the challenges of Quebec neo-nationalism, especially
the language debate. With an established' political culture" Italian-Canadians quickly ,
mobilized wh en the school board of Saint-Léonard, a heavily Italian concentrated
suburb, changed its language of instruction from English to French in 1967. Greatly
concerned about the socio-economic future of Italian-Canadian children, 'the
entrepreneurial and political elite adopted an assertive attitude, articulating ItalianliS Nicola Ciamarra, "Se e perche mi presenterei:consigliere dei neo-canadesi," Il Cittadino
Canadese, 19 August 1960, 2; Ermanno La Riccia, "Siamo un cirta di 100,000 abitanti, ma'
rappresentiamo la forza de una tribu," Il CittadinoCanadese, 30 December 1960,4.
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Canagian needs via the traditional channels of C.I.B.P.A events and municipal politics.
In particular, the National Congress ofItalian-Canadians, the idea ofwhich originated in
the late 1950s, enabled the community to express its unique viewpoint, as neither
English nor French. Well-placed to defend their choice of English-Ianguage education,
as well as actively participate in the Quebecois labour movement, Italian-Canadians
indeed greatly influenced the outcome of the Quiet Revolution. Its contribution, as
Chapter 3 will further delineate, was, needless to say, distinct.
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Chapter 2
The Italian-Cflnadian Quiet Revolution: Active Participants in
the labour Movement and language Debate, 1960-1977

With the victory of Jean Lesage's LiberaIs in 1960, Quebec was ushered into a
new chapter of its history, commonly referred to as the Quiet Revolution. As an
important component of the moverrient, a new generation of politicians worked
expressly in the interests of the French-Canadian majority. Seeking to elimimite the
disparity in wealth and power between French and Eng1ish-speakers, the elected
governments enacted language legislation in order to ensure the primacy of French. 1 As _
Montreal's largest allophone group, the Italian community thus occupied a precarious
,

place in "modern" Quebecois society. Caught in the "neo-nationalist wave" that defined
the period, the collectïvity' defended its choice of English-Ianguage instruction,
commencing with the Saint-Leonard School Crisis of 1967, until the enactment of Bill
101 in 1977. 2 Though opposing neo-naticinalist goals in matters of education, Italian
workers nevertheless joined forces with francophone unionists in the ranks-of the
Fédération des travailleurs québécois (FTQ) and the Confédération des syndicats
nationaux (CSN).3 In fact defining its political participation throughout the 1960s and
1970s, the Italian-Canadian colleetivity, as l will argue, was determined to overcome its
position at the bottom of the social ladder. By contributing to the Quebec labour
movement, as well as actively participating in the language debate, the community
strived to ameliorate its standard of living and guarantee the future prosperity of its
children. Underscoring its integration, the viewpoints articulated by the collectivity were
inspired by its status as a Montreal ethnie, as opposed to immigrant, community.
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As the following chapter will illustrate, the importance of traditional political
participation during the 1960-1977 time period, though not disappearing, was relegated.
to the backburner. Acculturated to Canadian society, including its
, political system',
.
community ~lites were now more concerned with improving the poor working and living
conditions of Italian immigrants,· than political representation. Significantly, however,
the necessity of formaI and informaI political activism was increasingly brought to light.
By the late 1950s, many articles in Il Cittadino Canadese were dedicated to the Italian
immigrant experience· in the workforce, offering a critical perspective of life in Canada.
Infused with' an immigrant- and worker-inspired ideology, journalists and activists
explicitly
, encouraged community members to join unions and to strike. Well-aware of
the structural barriers facing them in Canada, both Italian elites and the immigrant
masses looked instead to the next generation to achieve success. Italian parents thus
opposed the 1968 decision of the Saint-Léonard school board, a Montreal suburb with a
strong ltalian presence, when it sought to change the language of in~truction from
English, the key to social mobility, to French in the

sc~ools

attended by the

community's children. 4 Indeed, by the late 1960s, community resources were
increasingly directed towards defending free choice in matters of educationl for young
Italian-Canadians. Mounting a resistance, involving all aspects of the group's leadership,
including ltalian Churches, unionists, journalists, and the entrepreneurial elite, ItalianCanadians mobilized en masse. Provoking the Unification of the community's
institutions in 1972, the langUage debate solidified the Italian-Canadianidentity, while
it, also, as we will see, led to internaI dissent and political heterogeneity amongst
community members.

1. .The Development and Expression of the Italian-Canadian
Working-Class Identity
The years between 1960 and 1980 were a period of "almost unbroken
prosperity". Large factories defined the urban landscape, as Canada's industrial
economy, which had matured during the Second World War, reached its "apogee". With
a booming population, due to high birth and immigration rates, and a steadily rising
4
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Gross Domestic' Product, social programs, such as pension plans and universal health
care, finally became available, since the country, essentially, was rich. In 'spite of this
"affluence", there was nevertheless, as historians obserVe, considerable "discontent"
amongst the less fortunatesegments of the population. 5 Even in 1960, unemployment
reached near Depression levels in Quebec 6 and Montreal, by that time a "regional
centre", instead of the Canadian "metropolis", was particularly hard hit, as were its
working-classes. 7 Vulnerable and ill-paid, they tumed to Quebec's unions, which, like
the rest of society, were inspired by the ideologies and aspirations of the Quiet
Revolution. Breaking from the general

~anadian

"conservatism" and "complacency" of

the 1950s 8 , unions in the francophone province sought to extend their influence, increase
their memberships, and push the limits of the State. 9 Interestingly, Montreal's ltali<;m
community was also affected by the airs of change. Seeking to "rejuvenate", after the
stale debates surrounding Alfredo Gagliardi in the 1950s, the collectivity was
enthusiastic with regards to the election of Jean Lesage and his ambitious program. 10 .
Although it had its own demands, inc1uding a more welcoming attitude towards
immigrants, both in the ory and in practice, and more schools for ltalian-Canadian
children, the community,shared the need, as weIl as desire, for the enactment of labour
legislation and increased unionization. Il Having proven the~selves as equally hard
workers 12, ltalian-Canadians were no longer willing to settle for second-c1ass citizenship
in the Canadian workforce. 13 Since they were disadvantaged as both workers and
immigrants, this attitude also applied to Quebec's unions.
5
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With the vast majority of Italians employed)n dangerous and low-paying jobs 14 ,
the collectivity's intellectuals became increasingly aware of the precarious status of its
working-class. Italian-Canadians in construction, for instance, "were obliged to work
from dawn to du st for as little as fi ft y cents an hour". Due to the "few legal safeguards"
protecting this over-worked proletariat 15 , Italian-Canadian elites justifiably tumed to
criticizing the Canadian govemment. Shortlyafter the death oftwo, of many l6, Montreal
Italians in work ,related accidents, Nicola Ciamarra editorialized, "The municipal,
provincial, and federal authorities do not have the tools (or do not put them into practice)
to protect the life of people with risky employment.,,17 Far from the "fatherland", in
se arch of a "better life", young immigrants were perishing in the workplace, due to the
"coldness" of Canadian politicians, blind to the rising casualties. 18 Underlining an
increasingly critical view of migration, Luigi Perciballi, a unionist, believed Italians in
Canada to be "introduced to an irrational and competitive market, abandoned without
assistancè to compete with the local, better-prepared, workforce, protected against
competiti(;m".19 And, as Ciamarra asserted, "Immigrants are commodities, used only to
pave roads and build bridges".20 Yet the difficulties faced by the Italian proletariat, at
least in the construction industry, were present regardless of the ethnic origin of the
employer. In fact, a large number of immigrants in Montreal worked "for Italians, with
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perisce in un incidente," Il Cittadino Canadese, 18 December 1959, 1; "Le vittime dei datori di lavoro
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Italians, and in Italian,,21, but were still forced, for example, to work overtime without
pay.22 Furthermore, whether employed by English-, French-, or Italian-Canadians,
immigrants were kept purposely ignorant of their rights. 23 It is therefore unsurprising
that Italians were severely under-represented in Quebec's unions. 24
Employing similar socialization tactics developed in, the 1950s, by the 1960s the
joumalists of Il Cittadino Canadése underscored the necessity of Italian-Canadian
worker activlsm 25 in order to combat the "exploitation" of the immigrant working
c1ass. 26 Aware that "few Italian immigrants had more than a limited, or even fleeting,
union or radical experience before immigrating to Canada,,27, they used their publication
as an educational tool, where there was, for instance, a regular column, entitled La
colonna dei lavoro. Outlining the basics of labour legislation and worker's

compensation in Canada, here readers were able to write to the newspaper, asking
questions and receiving published responses. 28 With the emphasis on participation and
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the defense of what werè considered inherent rights , the. ideology promoted by the
newspaper was by no means radical. As Ciamarra specified, "Ifby unionism ones means
left-wing politics, ltalians want nothing to do with it, but if by unionism one means a
democratic organization created to defend work contracts and better working conditions
then ltalian are all for unions.,,30 Not only did joumalists frame worker activism in
moderate terms, but community leaders also appealed to the ltalian sense of family duty.
Unionization wou Id ensure the material well-being of worker's families 31 , which, due to
a low minimum wage and dangerous working conditions, was constantly under threat. 32
Related to the newspaper's emphasis on the family economy, theré was a
noticeable shift in the usually male-centric rhetoric of Il Cittadino Canadese, where the
community's intellectuals inc1uded ltalian women in their writings conceming
progressive politics. 33 Playing a key role in the immigrant family, women's .wages
compensated . for the insufficient pay of their husbands and accelerated the process
towards homeownership. 34 Similar to ltalian men, ltalian women worked "long-hours at
,either monotonous or hazardous jobs" with little to no unionization. 35 Yet as female
labourers in the manufacturing and domestic service sectors, employers paia them even
less than the y did male workers. 36 Pointing to this' particularly vulnerable position, an
ltalian-Canadian joumalist remarked:

29 Mario Bucci, "Un appello dell'unione internazionale della costruzione ai lavoratori italiani di
Montreal," Il Cittadino Canadese, 24 January 1964, 2; Nicola Ciamarra, "Il sindacato e uno strumento di
lotto: Gli italiani hanno le unioni che si meritono," Il Cittadino Canadese, 5 March 1965,2.
30 Nicola Ciamarra, "A proposito dello' sciopero di Toronto: integrazione italo-canadese in
marcia, " Il Cittadino Canadese, 12 August 1960,2 .
. 31 lacovetta, Such hardworkùig people ... , CSS. Here, lacovetta is referring to the construction
workers strikes in Toronto, which also concerns the article in footnote 17. Nevertheless, the same
tendency manifests in Il Cittadino Canadese, in general.

32 "Nel mondo dellavoro: 1 lavoratori hanno paura," Il Cittadino Canadese, 24 March 1967, 16;
Cristofaro, Nicola. "Messagio a~li italiani," Il Cittadino Canadese, 1st September 1967, 7.
33 "L'UUC ha celebrato la Pesta dellavoro," Il Cittadino Canadese, 7 September 1962,2; Nicola
Ciamarra, "Il mio punto di vista: dimensione nuova," Il Cittadino Canadese, 3 March 1967, 3; "1
lavoratori italiani in Canada," Il Cittadino Canadese, 27 June 1968, 15:
34 Homeownership had been widely regarded by scholars as the primary goal of ltalian immigrant
families and a sign of success. See, for example, lacovetta, Such Hard,working People ... , 93.
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A woman should be 'considered equal to a man, ev en after physiological
differences are taken into consideration: her work is equally valuable and
should be equally paid. The question. of salaries should not be divided,
for men or for women: in these times these questions should already be in
the past, since today, in the atomic age, this type of discrimination is
inconceivable. 37
Thus, as evidenced by Sir John's article, although undoubtedly exploited, ltalian
immigrant women managed to achieve a measure of equality within the community as
economic agents. Likewise, the newspaper encouraged ltalian-Canadian women to assert
themselves in the workplace, printing in its pages, for example, ltalian-language
advertisements for the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union (ILGWU)38 and
its ltalian-specific "local". While a reflection of broader social changes in favour of
women's equalitl 9 , in addition to within the ltalian community, "local 438" was also
4o , in short, more or less along
indicative
of the preferred organization of.ltalian'workers
.
.
'

ethnie lin es.
Reminiscent of the 1950s; Nicola Ciamarra evoked the advantages of ltalianCanadian unit y, this time, in order to improve the masses' socio-economic position.

41

In line with the general tendency to promote common interests as a collectivity, the call
to action reflected the raison d'être of Italian-Canadian workers' associations, namely
the Associazione Cristina dei lavoratori ftaliani (A.c.L.I.) and the Unione dei lavoratori
Italo-canadesi (UL.LC.). Adhering to Catholic social doctrine42 , A.C.L.I sought to
provide assistance to immigrant workers in Canada through Italian Churches43 , while the
37
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more pro active UL.I.C. acted primarily as an intermediary betw'een the Italian
community and Quel;>ec's unions. The latter organization often held information sessions
attended by leaders of the C.S.N or the F:T.Q, where Italian-Canadian activists
capitalized on the opportunity to articulate their desire "to integrate into the Canadian
workers' movement.,,44 èiting indifference on the part of, native-born activists 45 ,
UL.I.C. accused Quebec unions of being unresponsive to immigrants' particular needs,
especially with regards to linguistic deficiencies, and ignoring widespread prejudice
directed towards ethnic minorities, su ch as_ the practice of "last to hired, first to get
fired.,,46 Since they wanted to fully participate, community elites demanded the
establishment of Italian-specific sections. 47 Seemingly a contradiction in the eyes of the
uniquely

F~ench-Canadian

leadership, who, in one case, accused Italians of wanting, to

"balkanize" the province's unions, Il Cittadino Canadese and Italian-Canadian labour
activists

conversely

maintained

that

Italian-Canadian

suffered

from

outright
"discrimination", rendering true c1ass "unity" under the CUITent structure impossible. 48
Struggling for equity, not equality, the newspaper and its allies successfully convinced
the Louis Laberge of the F.T.Q to establish an Italian-only "local" within "local 62".49
As reflected by this campaign, Italian-Canadian worker activism was fought on
two fronts; the first, on the ground and led by Italian-Canadian unionists and the second,

Sucesso per tutti: applause a tenori, baritone e cantanti di musica leggera," Il Cittadino Canadese, 10 May
1963, 19; "Una porta aperta sull 'avvenire econoI1).ico dei giovani italiani," Il Cittadino Canadese, 4
October 1963,2.
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October 1962; G, Indri, "Domenica 3J marzo alla Casa d'Italia: assemblea organizzata dall'ULIC per
sottoporre ai partiti in lizza le esigenze dei lavoratori italiani," Il Cittadino Canadese, 29 March 1963, 14.
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by means of the involved stance assumed by Il Cittadino Canadese. For instance,
Domenico Cristo faro, a typical example of a community activist, used his youthful
experience to inform and motivate his quest to ameliorate the "working and living
conditions" of the lower-classes. Born in Montreal, he grew up in Campobasso, ltaly,
only to return to Canada at the age of sixteen to work in the factories. Saddened by the
"exploitation" he witnessed, Cristo faro was "not left indifferent" and became involved
in union activity under the auspices the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America
(The Amalgamated), a long-standing United States-based union, known for its
progressive politics and predominately ltalian and Jewish leadership.5o Due to his
efforts, the Montreal ltalian section of the Amalgamated increased tenfold in just over
ten years. 51 Most likely an explanation for this impressive improvement, Cristofaro and
fellow unionist, Mario Bucci of the C.S.N, frequently relied upon the newspaper to
mobilize their ethnic counterparts in the construction and garment industries, as authors
of short articles that emphasized the importance of participation and publicized workers'
events in the community.52 Not only allowing the publication to serve as a
communication medium, Italian-Canadian journalists engaged in their own battles as
weil. For example, they convinced the C.S.N to launch an investigation into the "abuses"
of its Comité Conjoint 53 , a body Italian construction workers accused of withholding
their vacation, pay. 54 Similar to the French-Canadian working-classes, then, Italian-

50 Earl Strong, The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. Grinnel, Herald-Register
Publishing Co., 1940, 1-2.
.
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52 Mario Bucci, "La vostra posta: la parola ad un sindacalista," Il Cittadino Canadese, 25
Febbraio 1965, 2; Mario Bucci, "Una riunione alla quale bisogna intervenire," Il Cittadino Canadese, 2
April 1965, 16; Mario Bucci, "Gli operai italiani ed il sindacalismo nel Quebec: 'l'ora delle decisioni
importanti!'," Il Cittadino Canadese, 9 April 1965, 17; Bucci Mario, "Sulla scena sindacale: necessaria la
partecipazione attiva di voi tutti!," Il Cittadino Canadese, 16 April 1965, 17; Domenico Cristofaro, "Le
buone feste," Il Cittadino Canadese, 30 December 1966, 15; Nicola Cristofaro, "A tutti 1 lavoratori," Il
Cittadino Canadese, 21 December 1967, 5; Nicola Cristofaro, "Festa dei lavoratori," Il Cittadino
Cana4ese, 3 September 1969,3.
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Canadians, as wholehearted supporters of the ideals of the Quiet Revolution 55 , were
increasingly willing to be assertive in order to improve their standard of living. 56
Though the two groups' interests somewhat converged in the workforce, they quite
drastically diverged in matters conceming language. An issue of enonnous importance,
because French, not Catholicism, increasingly defined Quebecois society; the Montreal
ltalian community's political activism was thereby directed to yet another front after the
Saint-Léonard School Crisis.

II. The Italian-Canadian Response to the Linguistic Crisis
While the movement originated at the "top of the Quebec hierarchy", by the mid1960s, the "mood of change reflected in the Quiet Revolution reached the heart of
(

French-Canadian society".57 Since progressive refonns came one after another, the
population was given the impression of "witnessing not only a radical

ch~nge

but even

the dawn of a new era". Nevertheless, disappointment with the results eventually set in,
due in part to the rising unemployment rate, as well as to the fact that "the francophone
community did not significantly improve its socio-economic status relative to other
groupS.,,58 With the French-speaking majority eaming considerably less than the
English-speaking minority, militants and intellectuals adopted an anti-colonial rhetoric
as a means to articulate the idea of a French-Canadian "ethnic-class".59 Motivating the
"Quebec liberation mewement", the dominance of English in all spheres was called into
question, including the field of education. 60 High immigration rates, combined with a
declining French-Canadian birth rate, definitely rendered the ltalian-Canadians' choice
of English-Ianguage education an explosive political issue. French schools, in general,
failed' to attract students from ethnic communities. Anglicized children of immigrants,
55 Luigi Salvi, "La rivoluzione tranquilla:,non tutti avranno fatto èaso a quello che effettivamente
sta succedendo tuttavia la provincial sta subendo un profondo cambiamento d'insieme," Il Cittadino
Canades 29 April 1966, 5,
56
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especially those of Italian descent, corn mg from an enorrnous community by any
standard, undeniably threatened the future of French in Montreal, Quebec and Canada.
French-Canadians were thus justifiably anxious, as their economic and social standing in
their home province, in particular, was only set to decrease. Yet, Italians, it must be
specified, were as a group poorer than French-Canadians. 61 Aware of its own socioeconomic situation, the collectivity desperately desired better for its children, and saw
English-languge education as their ticket to succèss. In fact, Italian children were sent to
English schools because of their more welcoming attitude towards ethnic minorities,
their reputation for a superior level of education, the freedom of movement they allowed
their graduates and finaUy, because English was the indisputable language of work in
Montrea1. 62 As' adamant supporters of bilingualism63 , the parents' decision was,
therefore, not a reflection of hostility towards French-Canadians or assimilation into the
English-Canadian community.64 The community's political activism in this regard,
however, pitted it against French-Canadian neo-nationalists. The two groups had very
different logics, tbough only the ltalian one will be outlined here.
As evidenced by the intense preoccupation with their children's future and the
numerous articles in Il Cittadino Canadese addressing Canadian issues, ltalianCanadians were in Canada to stay and fully aware of the political and social
repercussions of any authorities' actions. 65 Renee, an aspect of the debate that truly
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offended the community was the tendency present in the public discourse to meld the
terms Italian and immigrant. 66 For example, Mario Barone, a construction tycoon who
had resided in Canada for seventeen years and was the father of four Canadian-bom
chilqren, stated, "My case is like the case of thousands of other Canadians who are tired
of being called Neo-Canadians.,,67 This popular opinion was translated into an official
position assumed by the Saint-Léonard Parents' Association, an organization founded in
1968 with the support of prominent Italian-Can~dians, notably the Barone brothers. 68
Reflecting the views of its membership, Robert Beale, the group's Irish Catholic
president, wrote in the Italian-language newspaper:
An immigrant ceases to be such once he has acquired Canadian
citizenship, and is entitled to all the privileges, rights and obligations of a
natural bom Canadian. The term "Neo-Canadian" is just a smokescreen,
as this term is being applied to Canadians who were bom here, and ev en
those whose grand-parents were bom in Canada, but who do not have
69
.
Anglo-Saxon or French sounding sumames.

-

Thus, with over eighty percent of Saint-Léonard parents holding Canadian
citizenship70, the community framed its argùment using the terminology of rights, since
after having been in Canada for at least ten years, Italian-Canadians believed they
deserved the same freedom of choice as any other resident of Quebec, that is, freedom of
choice in matters of education. 7l So strong were the community's beliefs, as well as fear
. of the next generation's failure that Italian-Canadians mobilized quickly in order to
oppose the decision of the Saint-Léonard school board ..
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Once again promoting upity, the community elite encouraged ltalian immigrants
to take a stand. 72 Employing traditional methods developedin the 1950s, the community
leadership initially turned towards the Canadian ltalian Professional and Businessmen's.
Association (C.I.B.P .A.). Sharing the opinion of Il Cittadino Canadese's journalists73 ,
the elitist organization "resolutely advocated a bilingual form of education", an approach
that corresponded with ltalian-Canadian "pragmatism" and understanding of the "two
solitudes". In spite of its good intentions, the C.I.B.P.A, neveiiheless, "did have
difficulty in affirming itself as the preeminent spokesperson for the community." Firstly,
the concept of bilingual schools failed, since both English- and French-Canadians
considered them a threat and secondly, "the businessmen mentality did not necessarily
ring resonantly enough for the emotionally charged demands being made by the ltalian
parents for their children in St-Léonard.,,74 Even Sergio Lanzieri, an editorialist
generally satisfied with the Association's role in the language debate, critiqued the
economic elites' shortcomings, accusing them of "small talking" in Quebec City.75 The
general call to action, however, did not go unheeded. Very little convincing was needed;
ltalians enthusiastically protested on Parliament Hill and readily.attended information
sessions addressing the linguistic conflict. 76 Interestingly, normally apolitical ltalian
Catholic and Protestant priests became involved as weU, most likely because ltalians
were converting to Protestantism in order to access English-Ianguage education 77 ,
making Montreal the city in North American with the highest percentage of ltalian
Protestants. 78 With the linguistic conflict, therefore, ltalian-Canadian participation
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definitely extended into the informaI realm, with a greater percentage of the community
developing a political consciousness, for better or for worse.
Due to the contentious nature of the issue and its ceritrality in the lives of both
French and Italian-Canadians, extreme tension developed between the two groups living
side by side in Saint-Léonard, culminating with a riot in 1968. Commencing with a
deliberately aggressive protest in the Italian section of the suburb, the actions of the
Mouvement pour l'intégration scolaire (M.LS.), a neo-nationalist organization in favour

of French-language education for

eth~ic

minorities, resulted in thirty-nine people

arrested, inc1uding nine Italians. 79 Encouraging calm, Il Cittadino Canadese instructed
its readership to "say no to violence and provocation"SO The English-Ianguage press also
reacted and urged Jean-Jacques Bertrand, the leader of the Union Na,tionale, "to act".
Indeed, the government in power was very much pressured to intervene, not only
because of disorder related to language, but also due to chaos in the workforce linked to
illegal strikes. 81 Thus in an attempt to "repress the troubles, linguistic or otherwise", the
National Assembly passed Bill 63 in 1968. Although the law's official purpose was "to
promote the French language in Quebec", it in fact guaranteed freedom of choice in
matters of education, generally appeasing Italian-speakers, satisfying English-speakers,
while maddening French-speakers.sz In October 1969, an estimated thirty thousand
francophones protested throughout the province 83 and strikes erupted in the universities
and colleges. s4 Even the F.T.Q. and the C.S.N. public1y expressed their opposition to
Bill 63 and joined the demonstrations. S5 Significantly, however, the stance assumed by
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the predominately French-Canadian umons directly contradicted the position of the
overwhelmingly immigrant Amalgamated and its affiliates, organizations that supported
parents' right to free choice. 86
Professor Robert Boily, when interviewed by La Presse conceming Bill 63,
stated:
Depuis toujours, on a fait porter sur le dos des immigrants le choix de la
langue ... Or, ce n'est pas aux immigrants à régler ce problème. C'est à
nous. On ne peut pas demander aux immigrants de choisir un moyen plus
difficile de gagner sa vie, c'est à nous de leur faciliter le moyen de
gagner leur vie dans notre propre contexte. 87
Evidently this beliefwas shared by Italian-Canadians and constantly reiterated by
means of the newly established Fédération des associations italiennes du Québec
(F.A.LQ.), an umbrella organization founded in 1972 in order to articulate the
collectivity's unique political perspective. 88 Shortly thereafter, the F.A.LQ. issued a
well-publicized statement89 where the leadership recognized the right of the govemment
to mandate immigrant children to attend French-language schools. Though the
organization affirrned the importance of "integration" into a francophorieQuebe~,
bilingualism was viewed as a necessity and, as a result, the F.A.LQ. also maintained that
"it was the obligation of Quebecois society and the govemment of Quebec to provide
immigrants with an education system such that they could easily integrate into the
workplace and ensure their livelihood.,,9o Unifying the major Italian-Canadian
institutions, including the multi-ethnic Amalgamated 91 , the organization was the selfproclaimed official spokesman of the community at aIl levels of govemment, even in
November 1969; Raymond Bernatchez, HA la recherché d'une 'prudence linguistique': La FTQ s'oppose
au Bill 63," 24 November, 1969 in Les réactions au projet de loi 63: revue de presse (Québec: Office de
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Rome, and addressed issues other than the linguistic, notably labour. 92 With the
enactment of Bill 22 in July 197493 , its visibility only increased as did the internaI
divisions within the community it claimed to represent, in spite of its motto of "unity
and participation". 94
As evidenced by the official position of the F.A.I.Q., its leadership had sensed
the "winds of change" and the necessity for the Italian corn munit y to adapt to them. Yet,
"as a resuIt of disagréement over how rigidly the status quo should be defended", a
group of educational professionals left the umbrella organizatîon to establish the
Consiglio Educativo Italo-Canadese. Unlike the F.A.I.Q., whose primary support came
from institutions such as the C.I.B.P.A, the Consiglio was backed by "the very families
affected by the crisis".95 With a grassroots approach, the latter gained prominence within
the community by setting up English classes in Italian Church basements in order to help
the collectivity's children pass the mandatory test stipulated by Bill 22. 96 lntroduced by
Robert Bourassa in 1974, this law proclaimed French the official language of Quebec,
while limiting English-Ianguage schboling to children able to pass an examination.
Satisfying neither English- nor French-speakers, francophones, in particular, "loathed
the spectacle of weeping children being tested, and being sent the message that those
that passed entered the pearly gates of English school and those that failed were doomed
to hell of French school.,,97 As for the Consiglio's approach, 'though provoking the ire of
the French-speaking majority, the group, nevertheless, perceived its actions as within the
bounds of legal democratic action. The organization took it upon itselfto teach young
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Italian-Canadians the language, because even amongst those who were born in Canada,
many were still uni lingual Italian-speakers. In the eyes of the teachers and priests behind
the initiative, there was nothing wrong or illegal with this tactic, it was, instead, yet
another case of Italian-Canadian self-sufficiency.98 Involving the parents in the process,
demanding that they attend all classes, the association, signïficantly, served as an
important socialization tool, not only explaining and aiding families during the CUITent
crisis 99 , but also providing infonnation with regards to ~eneral issues related to
education. loo Most importantly, however, th~ Consiglio provided a means to go against
the so-called "self-interested" Italian economic and political elite, often one and the
same.

lOI

Although on the opposite end of the spectrum, the Movimento progressista italo. quebecchese (M.P.I.Q.) evoked a similar grievance, accusing the official community

leaders of taking action only when "they can benefit.,,102 A socialist workers'
organization founded shortly after the Saint-Léonard School Crisis by students,
l03
intellectuals, and workers , the M.P.LQ. adopted. a familiar anti-colonial rhetoric l04 ,
proclaiming Quebec to be "un der the domination of American imperialists and EnglishCanadian colonialists". According to the Movimento, the Italian-Canadian working-class
struggle and that of the people of Quebec should be considered "one and the same".105
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However,' as outlined in Il Lavoratore, the association' s propaganda organ, this line of
thinkîng was impeded .either by ltalian leaders, who encouraged their poorer'
counterparts to maintain the "social peace,,106, or French and English-Canadiaris elites,
who used scare tactics in order to portray the demographic strength of ltalian immigrants
as a threat to French language and culture, and therefore pit francophones against their
fellow workers. 107 As applied to the linguistic debate, the autqors asserted that the "racist
attacks" against the Italians of Saint-Léonard, inspiredby the actions of Robert Beale
. and Raymond Lemieux, were "greatly appreciated by their bosses", sincd they divided
ltalian and French-Canadian "class brothers" into two opposing ethnic groups. 108 As a
solution to the province's problems, the group sought the "liberation of Quebec for the
realization of a socialist society", similar to the C.S.N. 109 Moreover, the leadership
believed that "once you have eliminated the major contradiction, that is, an English
controlled economy, th en the question of language becomes obsolete.,,110 In short, as
evidenced by the M.P.I.Q. and the Consiglio, the linguistic debate unleashed a variety of
strong, diverging forces within the community. Faced with considerable uncertainty,
however, many ltalian-Canadians, as one can discem from the letters printed in Il

Cittadino Canadese, viewed it in their best interest to close rank and adhere to the
F.A.LQ.l11, because though there was disaccord, the community as a whole agreed that
the stiuggle surrounding language should be fought "by ltalians, for ltalians" and .the
umbrella organization proved to be the most effective political option. 112
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Yet, the de-facto tendency to present a united front was called into question by at
least one young ltalian-Canadian- the CUITent playwright, Marco Micone. An avid, and
public, supporter of language legislation throughout the 1970s, Micone immigrated to
Montreal from Italy in 1958 at the age of thirteen. Refused from the French-language
school in his neighbourhood, he enrolled in an English Catholic institution in East
Montreal, attended overwhelmingly by other Italian immigrants. There, Micone felt a
"double marginalization"i never truly mastering English nor integrating into an AngloSaxon milieu.

was also isolated from his French-speaking neighbours. l13 This

distance was to disappeat, however, afterhe read Gabrielle Roy's Bonheur d'occasion, a
haunting, Great Depression-era, portrait of a Montreal working-class francophone
neighbourhood. Ending his alienation from his adopted society, Micone finally realized
that there were non-Italians who "shared his deepest concems".114 And, as he testified
1ater on, the reason why he felt English remained so foreign to him during his youth was
because it was spoken by people who did not share his "social class.,,115 Like the
Movimento progressista italo-quebecchese, then, Micone emphasize'd the socioeconomic similarities between French- and Italian-Canadians. It was the artist' s belief in
the necessity of a francophone Quebec that led him to speak out publicly in favour of
language laws after the enactment of Bill 22, explaining to French-Canadians what was,
. in his opinion, the bias present in the Italian-language media, and fu:ther propagated by
the mainstream community's leaders. Provoking an outrage, Micone was, in fa6t, so
intimated and threatened by the very ltalian-Canadians he criticized, that he wàs forced
to isolate himself in the countryside for a few weeks in order to escape the hostility.116
Though a definite minority, Marco Micone's activism was, nevertheless, an example of
the political divergences within the Italian cOrhmunity, as weIl as the difficulties endured
by an individual who dares to oppose the concept of group loyalty.
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III. The Italian-Canadian Quiet Revolution
Marking a new era in provincial politics, the Parti Québécois (P.Q.) was elected
to power in 1976, led by the charismatic René Lévesque. And, in part, due to the loss of
Anglophone and Allophone supportsuffered by the Parti Libéral du Québec (P.L.C.)
after the Union Nationale (U.N.) promised to restore freedom of choice in matters of
education. With language touted as the party's "fundamental value", and a strong, 1eftof-centre beliefin "interventionist'policies", it was on1y 10gical that the P.Q. enacted Bill
101 in 1977. While reactions on the part of Eng1ish-speakers were "uniformly
negative"ll7, the majority of French-speakers supported the law, especially as it·
mandated the children of immigrants to attend French schools and made French the
official language. of work in the province ll8 , two missing aspects
of Bill 22 that the
.
C.S.N., for example, vehemently denounced in 1974. 119 However, the response on the
part of the Italian collectivity was quite critical. For instance, when joumalists and
members of the community expressed their viewpoints in Il Cittadino Canadese, the y
condemned the "coercive" aspects of the law and instead, as Michele Pirone did, called
on French-speakers to "entice" minorities to speak their language, whether realistic or
not. 120 Donat Taddeo, a commissioner with the Montreal Catholic Commission since
1973, and medical doctor Nicolas Panaccio,' both underscored the importance of
bilingualism and biculturalism, as necessary for integration, an open-mind and a
successful career. 121 This belief was mirrored by the Congresso Nazionale degli Italo-

Canadese (C.N.I.C,), a Montreal-based, pan-Canadian umbrella organization founded in
1974. The Congresso essentially reiterated the official community's stance assumed
since the beginning of the language debate. In other words, the organization recognized
the primacy of French, but, nonetheless, stressed economic considerations and the
inherent right of citizens of Italian descent, as long-standing Canadians, to English117
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language education. 122 Thus, in spite of widespread disapproval on the part 'of minority .
groups, the Parti Québécois upheld the law, rendering Bill 101 a fact that others were
obliged to adapt to, as well as a key component and expression of the post-Quiet
Revolution Franco-Québécois identity.123
Indeed, the 1960s and 1970s produced numerous economic, political, and social
changes which greatly transformed the perception that the French-speaking majority had
of itself and of its society. More than, perhaps, any other aspect, Bill 101 was
constructed as the comerstone of the modem Quebecois ïdentity and effectively
determined the

bounda~ies

of nationhood, de facto inc1uding the minorities in the

majority' s midst, while also signalling the end of French Canada. Yet, the enactment of
the law was achieved after more than a decade of political tension, not only solidifying
and renewing the Quebec French-Canadian identity, but the Italian-Canadian identity as
weIl. 124 Though the debateover language of instruction was "never conceived as a baUle
against immigrants" and Raymond Lemieux himself specified, "Our real adversaries are
certainly not Italians, but, in general, Montreal Anglophones" 125, the Italian-Canadian
community, nevertheless, felt that the linguistic question was unfairly "Italianized" 126.
)

Especially, when considering the high percentage of French-Canadians in English
schools, a choice that only Neo-Canadians, in the opinion of Umberto Sgherri, an Il

Cittadino Canadese joumalist, got "crucified for". 127 Moreover, "neither the
francophone nor anglophone communities were particulâ.rly eager ta accommodate
immigrant communities" throughout the 20th century, which, according ta the historian
Michael Behiels, "contributed in no small measure ta the linguistic at).d cultural crisis of
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the 1970s and 1980s",128 Sigilificantly, this historical realityl29, combined with
contradictions in contemporary attitudes, was not lost on ltalian-Canadians.

130

Even in

1975, after many children of ltalian immigrants were mandated to attend French schools,
in the eyes of the Consiglio Educativo Italo-Canadese, "The reaction on the part of
French-Canadians to the presence of children of immigrants in theirschools was far
from being positive and enthusiastic.,,131 The ltalian-Canadian identity was, therefore,
reinforced during the Quiet Revolution 132 , due, in part, to a greater feeling of threat and
perception of discrimination than in previous years.
In fact, the Saint~Lébnard School Crisis was described as "collective shock

treatment" by the editorial board of Il Cittadino Canadese and, as a result, prompted the
community to re-evaluate its place in Quebecois society.133

For' Sergio Lanzieri, an

editorialist, the collectivity's so-called "multi-lateral" approach to integration uItimately
puni shed Italian-Canadians. Underlining the conflicting narratives, where native-born
Canadians felt the onus was on immigrants to assimilate, versus New Canadians who
often marginalized, Lanzieri editorialized:
Our fault, if one is to calI it fauIt, is to have not· formed a ghetto, like
other ethnic and religious groups over the course of the past decades. In
our futile attempt at integration, we have managed to integrate a little bit
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here and a little bit there,' but we have, in the political sense, dispersed
our forces. 134
Partially defensive, as the above statement indicates, the post-Quiet Revolution
i

ltalian-Canadian identity was, however, also offensive. Angelo Montini, for instance,
not only pointed to the double exclusion suffered by immigrants in Quebec, leading to,
for example, residentüil segregation, but, most importantly, further highlighted the
existence of a "third solitude". Understood in positive terms by the joumalist, and
therefore not entirely the product of ghettoization, the concept was very much reflective
of the manner in which ltalian-Canadians perceived themselves and their' role in
Quebecois society.135 According to one study, Italian-Canadians identified as being
"simply Canadian" and never French-Canadian or Anglo-Saxon. 136 They also wanted to
serve as mediators b~tween the two opposing majority groups 137, a position the
community's inteIlectual elites previously evoked in the 1950s. Thus, whether because
they [elt targeted or because it was actively asserted, ltalian-Canadians possessed a
strong sense of Italianess, a sentiment reinforced by their experiences in the 1960s, as
weIl as their daily interactions with English- and French:-Canadians-which were often at
arm's length. 138
Though there was evidence of intercultural relations between the vanous
Iinguistic and ethnic entities in Montreal during the 1960s and 1970s 139, scholars have
generaIly pointed to the "social distance" between them, which, in the opinion of
sociologist Jack Jedwab, led to "greater institutional self-support on the part of certain
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groupS".140 Originally based 'in Montreal, the Canadian Jewish Congress, for example,
has served as an indication of the strong Canadian Jewish collective identity, a product,
historians argue, of the "long-standing French-English duality", "a policy of
multiculturalism", and a "greater feeling of threat emanating from the non-Jewish
variety".141 It was by no means a coïncidence, then, that the National Congress of
ltalian-Canadians was also founded in Quebec's metropolis in the midst of theschool
crisis, indeed, in an attempt to emulate the institutional completeness of other
communities, notably Jewish. 142 An idea twelve years in the making 143 , the unification
of the major ltalian-Canadian organizàtions of Montreal was heralded as an "historie
occasion" and an enormous achievement after years of "humiliation, discrimination and
racism".144 Much more than a defensive reflex, however, the Congresso aimed to
improve the standing of aIl Italian-Canadians, regardless of whether they were workers,
professionals, business owners, students or chil,dren. While working towards a "better
future" and in the "common good" 145, the C.N.I.C also served an explicitly political
purpose: the umbrella organization adopted the identical stance assumed by the F.ALQ.
with regards to educational matters and claimed to represent the community at the
municipal, provincial, and federallevels. 146
Due to the institution's relative clout, the foundation of the Congresso Nazionale
degli Italo-Canadesi has generally been considered the collectivity's most significant
. internaI transformation smce its inception. 147 Because certain individuals stood to
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directly benefit from the unification of the collectivity's institutions, many scholars have
pointed to ~he self-i~terested nature of the ent;epreneurial elite. 148 For instance, the
F .A.I. Q. 's first president, Pietro Rizzuto,. a construction tycoon, was honoured as the
first Canadian of ltalian immigrant origin' to be appointed to the Canadian Senate in
1976 149 , an event celebrated by the C.N.I.C., the ltalian consulate, the mayor of
Montreal, Jean Drapeau; the provincial Premier, René Levesque, and the Prime Minister
of Canada, Pierre Elliot Trudeau. 150 As a recipient of many awards highlighting his
contribution to broader Canadian society l51, the success of Rizzuto, as well as the
Congresso, must also be understood, however, within the context of the recently enacted

policy ofmulticulturalism. 152 As Claudio Antonelli wrote in Il Cittadino Canadese:
In the long march towards the emancipation of ethnic minorities in North
America .... each collectivity was gradually made aware of its own
limitations and its own abilities ... The activities of the National Congress
of Italian-Canadians and the recent appointment of Pietro Rizzuto lsa
confirmation of this 'renewal'. 153
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Having undergone a Quiet Revolution of thèir own, therefore, Italian-Canadian
elites conceived the Congresso as a pragrnatic 154 and, evidently, assertive solution to the
problems, linguistic or otherwise, plaguing the community.155 Moreover, by embracing a
so-called multicultural conception of integr~tionI56, the community leadership relied
upon the umbrella organization to "integrate new arrivaIs into the local context" and
allow them to "fully participate in the economic, social, and political life of their
adoptive country.,,157 Thus, to accuse ltalian-Canadian businessmen and politicians of
acting strictly in their own interests, especially considering the emphasis placed on
participation within the Congresso 158 , the extent of challenges ltalian immigrants faced,
. ,in addition to a political culture, over three decades in the making, which put the
collectivitybefore the individual, would, in short, be an over-simplification.
The, "consciousness-raising" of the 1960s, which produced an increased
,assertiveness on the part ofltalian immigrants, even extended into the workplace. 159 The
McGill Strikes of 1973, especially, united workers of various backgrounds and were
interpreted by Il Cittadino Canadese, at least, as an "immigrant uprising." As the author
of one article proclaimed:
One thing is clear: that the immigrants of today are no longer willing,
like those of yesterday, to make superhuman sacrifices in order to
succeed. That they are willing to make sacrifices yes, but, at the same
time, they will exercise their rights. 160
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In line with the intellectualclimate of the times, many other work-related
changes also came into being, whether due to factors internaI or external to the Montreal
community. In the first place, the National Congress of ltalian-Canadians assumed the
responsibility of aiding
ltalian immigrants in surmounting economic barriers, still,
,
unfortunately, in place. 161 With the help of the multi-ethnic Amalgamated and Domenico
Cristofaro, the Congresso embarked on a fundraising campaign, entitled "for us, by us",
whose results assisted the community in its various economic, social and cultural
endeavours. 162 Another worker's association, though not associated with the umbrella
organization, wasfounded in Rome in 1967 and then in Montreal in 1972. 163 Growing
out of the now-defunct M.P.I.Q., as weIl as ltaly's move towards increasing its ties with
the ltalian Diaspora, the Federazione italiana lavoratori emigrati e famiglie (F.I.L.E.F)
promoted the cultural assertion of ltalian emigrants abroad, international worker
solidarity, links with local labour movements, as weIl as the harmonious integraiion of
ltaly's former citizens into their new societies. l64 Like the Congresso, the Montreal
branch of the internationalist F.I.L.E.F. was involved on the Quebec political scene.
Though, contrary to the umbrella organization, if was fully supportive of Bill 101 and
considerably more sympathetic to Quebec's constitutional demands. 165 Seemingly
embracing the two political tendencies within the community, one quite traditional and
the other very progressive l66 , the two institutions, nevertheless, ,?pposed what were,
from their perspective, the excesses of neo-nationalism and unilingualism, as weIl as
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continued to assert the importance of a reasonable knowledge of both official languages
for all ofCanada's citizens, ev en after the enactment of Bill 101. 167

Although Bill 101 was initially poorly received by the Anglophone and
Allophone communities, with time, the city's non-French-speaking residents came to
more or less accept the law, either as a reality to be adapted to or even as a necessity to
protect the French language in Quebec. 168 Those English-speakers who did not agree
with language legislation left for other Canadian or American citiès. 169 It was this
,

combination of strict measures, out-migration, as well as education and social consensus
that made French the "social language, the language that most people use spontaneously
in public, and the default language of public intercourse".170 Moreover, the law
"favoured the integration of immigrants into the French-speaking majority rather than
the English-speaking minority.,,171 Whereas in 1977, eighty percent of ethnie minorities
attended English-Ianguage schools, today this percentage has reversed. l72 And, as of the
1970s, Quebec City gained jurisdiction over immigration, enabling the province to
attract French-speaking migrants, either from European countries or their former
colonies}?3 While positively affecting ethnie relations in the French-speaking province,
these twb measures have, nevertheless, failed to completely appease French-Canadian
cultural insecurity, as English remains a power source of assimilation for newcomers
and knowledge of the language is still 'a requirement for many jobs in the metropolis. 174
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Xenophobie tendencies have also persisted ,in the province. 175 More than thirty years
after its enactJpent, however, if should, and is, heralded as an enonnous achievement. 176
Inaugurating a "linguistic peace", which a few decades previous wou Id have
been unimaginable 177 ; the enactment of the Charter of French Language in 1977 has
been referred to as the "re-conque st" of Montreal, accomplished after nearly two
decades of "agitation". 178 Yet, as we have seen, the intensity of the language debate did
not come without a priee with regards to French- and ltalian-Canadian relations. The
events of the 1960s and 1970s undoubtedly further solidified the ltalian identity, which
was then institutionalized by means of the Congresso Nazionale degli Italo-Canadesi.
The ltalian "third solitude", as it was referred to within the community, was not only a
product of marginal~zation, but, as l have argued, an attitude that was also aggressively
asserted.· In spite of the considerable linguistic

t~nsion

penneating the city, significant

progress was, nonetheless, made conceming the place of ltalian-Canadians within the
province'sunions 179, although ltalians remained, along with the Portuguese, amongst the
worst paid workers in Quebec. 180 By the end of the 1970s, the C.S.N and the F.T.Q.
were printing materials in languages other than French and English 181 and ltalianspeaking staff members were hired to address immigrant unionists' specifie needs. 182 In
other. words, the princip le of equity had, been embraced. 183 Initiatives such as these,
especially the unification of the collectivity's institutions, were perceived as a sign of
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"maturity" by Il Cittadino Canadese l84 , since the Congresso, in particular, aided the
ltalian-Canadian leadership in providing formaI structures to integrate new arrivaIs into
the local context. Tangible proof of the community's active role in the language debate,
the umbrella-orgànization, in the eyes of sorne, enabled Italian-Canadians to effectively
"stand up as citizens, not as immigrants", in order to c1aim their well-earned place in
Canadian and Quebecois society. 185
As the Quiet Revolution was commg to a close, however, other, dissident
members of the ltalian community made their voices heard. Highly influenced by the
radicalism of the era, the Movimento progressista italo-quebecchese càlled into question
the politics of the Italian-Canadian leadership relied upon during the Saint-Léonard
School Crisis. Adhering to the ideology embraced by the CS.N., the M.P.I.Q. analyzed
the language debate from a different perspective. In the same vetn, the organization' s
newsletter, Il Lavoratore, was far ,more leftist than any other Italian-Canadian
publication, even in comparison to Il Cittadino Canadese, who encouraged workers to
join unions and to' strike, as weIl. Taking their analysis of immigrant exploitation to
another level, the M.P.I.Q.'s activists dreamed of a socialist Quebec. Once their
organization folded, they joined the ranks of the Montreal branch of the Federazione

italiana lavoratori emigrati e famiglie, an Italian-based association which favoured
international worker solidarity. Also alienated from the mainstream community, Marco
Micone, an artist of the second-generation, went even further in his critique of the ltalian
elite, speaking out in public against the major institutions of the collectivity. As a
supporter of Bill 101 and the Parti Québécois, Micone, nevertheless, remained true to
his Italian-Canadian

root~.

The playwright supported the separatist project, as long an

independent Quebec would be accepting towards newcomers and minorities. 186 To this
day, Micone remains committed to the idea of a tolerant, francophone Quebec. 187 A
turning point in the political participation of Italian-Canadians, the language debate, in
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sum, firstly, provoked the unification of the community's institutions, and secondly, led
to an ideological fragmentation, which was only compounded with the rise of the
second-wave feminism, when the politically active Italian-Canàdians divided once
again, this time according to gender.
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Chapter 3
The Feminist'Challenge: Italian-Canadian Women's Activism,
Centro Donne Italiane, 1978-1990

By the end of the 1970s there were two diverging political tendencies within the
Montreal ltalian-Canadian community, one quite "progressive" and the other very
"traditional." Adhering to the former, a group of young

femal~

students came together in

1978 to found the Centro Donne Italiane, or the Montreal ltalian Women:s Centre.
Serving as a meeting place for women of the community, the Centro Donne hosted
many educational and consciousness-raising events, conceming women's health, their
place in the family and the workforce.! Though strongly influenced by the rising
feminism in Quebec, the Montreal ltalian Women's Centre was more so a response to
the particular position of ltalian women. As immigrant women, ltalian-Canadian needs
were not. quite met within the province's mainstream women's movement. Nor,.
however, were they addressed within the ltalian collectivity's male-dominated
associations. Thus, in order to overcome their exclusion in both political spheres, young
activists came together under the banner of the militant Centro Donne Italiane. Their
political activism, as l will argue, was not only a source of affirmation and integration,
but also enabled its proponents to succersfully refute the prevalent stereotype of ltalian
immigrant women as "uninterested in politics and controlled by excessively patriarchal
men."z This chapter will, therefore, .shed light on "perhaps the least understood aspect of
ltalian women' s diasporic lives": "their role as resisters, protesters, and activists.,,3 As
we will see, a gendered interpretation of ltalian-Canadian poli tic al participation will
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provide an alternative, and sometimes conflicting, perspective on the Montreal
community than outlined in previous chapters. 4
Since the public face of Italian ethnic identity expressed in the Diaspora has been
"almost exclusively male", observers have been left with a biased impression of the
community.5 The image of the subservient wife and the iron-fisted husband originated
here, as weIl as the general ignorance with regards to the lives of foreign-bom women.
Even within the community, men were mu ch more )ikely to edit Italian-language
newspapers, chair associations, as weIl as run for political office with the support of
Italian-Canadian institutions behind them, than women. 6 These two tendencies have
influenced the historical interpretation of Italian-Canadian adjustment and acculturation,
due to the limitations of obvi0l!sly male-centric sources and Anglo-Centric models of
interpretation. 7 Emphasizing the collective quest for power and influe~ce on the part of
Italian women 8 , Chapter 3 will thus advance arguments stemming from anti-racist
feminism, which "seeks to support difference without simply reiterating an objectifying
framework.,,9 It will illustrate the perspective of politically active Italian-Canadian
women, who did not hesitate to critique certain cultural traditions, yet within a
specifically Italian fram~work. Never d~stanced from the ethnic enclave, these activists
sought to provoke internaI change, namely by founding the Centra Donne Italiane and
opening its do ors to women of aIl political stripes. Offering a combination of basic and
feminist-inspired services, the organization empowered participants, while refusing to.
calI into question the core values they held dear. In line with the increasing political
discord brought to light in Chapter 2, a parallel, this time female, Italian-Canadian
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community was formed, one where members had a very strong sense of belonging and,
at the basis ofwhich, laya powerful identification. JO
Expressing litt le to no interest in formaI politics, ltalian-Canadian women
channelled their energies into grassroots feminist initiatives. Significantly, however, by
doing so, they tumed their backs on the major Italian-Canadian institutions, namely the

Congresso Nazionale degli Italo-Canadesi and Il Cittadino Canadese. Though
politicized, these organizations were either unresponsive or hostile to women's issues.
Meanwhile, Italian women, as immigrant women, were the most under-paid, exploited,
and discriminated against faction of the Quebec working-class, more so, than even their
male counterparts. They were also pressured to conform to a rigid ideal of womanhood,
based on a patriarchal version of Italian Catholicism. The Women's Centre's
establishment therefore proved immigrant women's capacity to act with agency in spite
of oppressive conditions. As discemed from theorganization's newsletters, Il Bollettino
andL 'altra faccia della luna, multiple feminist currents were embraced by the founders
of the Centro Donne. When they put them into practice, Italian-Canadian feminists
essentially reconciled the, otherwise opposing sets of political beliefs present within the
community. With the over-arching goal of improving the lives of aIl Italian-Canadian
women, the Centro Donne reflected the activism of a minority, the traditional values of
"-

the majority, while also reaching out to the rising second generation. And, as this chapter
will conclude, the Women's Centre eventuaUy served as a springboard to foster sisterly
\

,

ties with other immigrant women, as weIl as French-Canadian activists open to antiracist feminism .

. 1.

The Origins of the Italian-Canadian Feminist Identity
In the mid-1970s, Barbara Smith, a prominent Amcan-American feminist,

defined feminism as "the political theory and practice to free aU women", regardless of
race, class, or sexual orientation. "Anything less than this is not feminism", she
maintained, "but merely female self-aggrandize~ent."JJ Referred to as "multiracial"
feminism, this form of women's liberation, as embraced by activists such as Smith,
JO
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"challenged the hegemony of feminisms constructed primarily around the lives of white,
middle-class women.,,12 A North-American phenomenon, this more inclusive, social
justice-based, brand of feminism took root in Quebec, as a movement spearheaded by
/

immigrant women and women of colour. 13 It was these women, belonging to
marginalized groups, who, "in their efforts to expand the definition of feminism,
contrived a new strand of personal" politics", steeped in identity.14 To embrace an·
identity outside the "main stream" was considered an "outwardly political gesture", as
weIl as "an act of self-empowerment." 15 As we have seen, the Italian-Canadian identity
,has served as a powerful source of political mobilization. Though often offensive, it has
also proven to be a defensive reactionin response to experiences with socio-economic
,

inequality or prejudice. Identity has veritably been a key facet of Italian immigrant
politics in Canada, as it has been for the women's movement, in general. 16 Second-wave
feminism indeed privileged awareness with regards to the significance of women's
experiences as a "means for action and" organizing".17 Multiracial feminism, in
particular, "brought together understandings drawnfrom the lived experiences of diverse
groups of women.,,18 Italian-Canadian women's experiences, like their politics, were
"certainly informed by their status as immigrants, women, and workers.
By the 1970s, Italian-Canadians were settled into Montreal society, having
improved their socio-economic position, moved ,to the suburbs, and continued to adjust
to Canadian and Quebecois culture. With many politicians of Italian origin elected to
municipal office, union sections dedicated specifically to Italian

~orkers,

and the

language debate resolved, the city's Italian-Canadians had many reasons to be optimistic
12 Maxine Baca Zinn and Bonnie Thornton Dill, "Theorizing Difference from Multiracial
Feminism." Feminist Studies 22 (Summer 1996),321.
13 Nicole Labbé, "Informations féministes: Juanita Rose Westmoreland-Traoré," La Gazette des
femmes, November-December 1986,27.

14 Mary Louise Adams, "There's No Place Like Home: On the Place of Identity in Feminist
Politics," Feminist Review 31 (Spring 1989),24-25.

15
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17 Kathie Sarachild, "Consciousness-Raising: A Radical Weopon" in K. Sarachild, C. Hanisch, F.
Levine, B. Leon and C. Price, eds., Feminist Revolution (New York: Random House, 1978), 144-150.
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about their future. Nonetheless, in spite. of the significant progress made by the
community as a whole, "the conditions of ltalian women remained difficult.,,19 After
flooding the labour market in "droves" in the 1950s, the overwhelming majority of
ltalian women still worked in the metropolis' factories decades later. 20 There, the y
laboured under particularly tryin.g circumstànces, especially in the garment industry,
where unions were normally strongly resisted by bosses. When unionization did exist, it
was often under the lauspices of the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, an
organization known for its "inefficiency". ltalian-Canadian women possessed very little
job security, workers' benefits, or means to express grievances, relating to, for example,
sexual harassment or discrimination. 21 Due to long hours on the job and low-education
levels, these women never fully acquired French or English language skills, which only
accentuated their marginalization. 22 As sorne have said, "there is nothing worse than
being a worker, an immigrant, and a woman in Quebec".23 Although there were definite
benefits to working for wages, rtotably escaping the drudgery of home life and greater
financial independence, ltalian-Canadian women's labour remained "justified in terms
of their commitment to the wealth and well-being of their families." Their participation
in the labour market, and the relative freedom it brought them, failed to "disrupt the
traditional power relations" within ltalian immigrant families, which were certainly quite
patriarchal. 24
Similar to French- and English-Canadian women, ltalian-Canadian were not only
second-c1ass citizens in the workforce, but second-c1ass citizens in the home, as weIl.
While many scholars have underlined the indirect forms of power ltalian women
wielped over their husbands, ltalian men were undoubtedly at the head of the household.
Power relations were complex, of course. Yet, it could definitely be asserted that a very
\.
19 Basilio Giordano, 1 protagonisti italiani di Montreal (Montreal: Published by Basilio Giordano,
. 1998),319.
.
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strict notion of what was considered female and male behaviour was maintained, to the
clear benefit.of men. 25 Since Italian Catholic values in Canada upheld an ev en more
rigid, hetero-normative ideal than the North American mainstream, many supposedly
female, passive character traits were exasperated. 26 Italian-Ca~adian wives were strongly
.
'
encouraged to "suffer in silence", "accept their fate", and "put family interests before
personal interests.,,27 They were also responsible for maintaining family honour, by
means of tht;!ir mothering skills and sexual faithfulness. 28 Likewise, a "good" daughter
was expected to be "chaste, obedient to her father, and knowledgeable about the running
of a household".29 Further enforcing patriarchal tendencies, immigrant men "largely
filled the unskilled, low-paying jobs" of their adopted country, "where extra-familial
sources of self-esteem were minimal.,,3o An Italian immigrant man's self-worth was
instead derived, "not only from his capacity as chief breadwinner, but also from his
capacity to exercise control over his wife and daughters.,,31 Wh en he failed in his role as
provider, albeit rare, the brunt was quite literally borne by the women in his midst. 32 In a
culture where family breakdown was looked down upon, and confusion over what
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exactly constituted abuse existed, many battered wives never left their husband~.33 It is
therefore unsurprising, considering the rampant poverty present within the community in
the 1950s and 1960s, that women, morethan men, "suffered emotional and
psychological scars engendered by the difficult early years".34
As we know, the subordinate place of women in Canadian society was
increasingly disputed by the 1960~ and 1970s. 35 In Quebec, the women's movement.
"took on its own rhythms,,36. Unions were more open to "radical ideas", while neonationalism "stimulated and nourished feminism", providing its supporters with
"important theoretical and conceptual tools" to combat women's oppression?7 But
ethnic minorities in the French-speaking province, like elsewhere, experienced great
difficulty integrating into mainstream feminist groups. In spite of the emphasis on
sisterly solidarity, foreign-born women, who had a more difficult time expressing
themselves, felt their voices did not carry the same weight as those of French-Canadians
in women's organizations?8 As weB, there was considerable prejudice directed towards
immigrants in general, namely that thçy voluntarily lived in "ethnic ghettos" and
manifested

little "desire" to

learn French, stereotypes

which impeded true

com~unication.39 Finally, French-Canadian women were admittedly ignorant as to the
specific challenges faced by immigrant women. 40
With regards to feminist initiatives within the Italian-Canadian community, the
male-dominated institutions did not go far enough in addressing the social and economic
disparities between the sexes. In the 1960s, the journalists of Il CittadifJo Canadese
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discussed the hardships immigrant women faced in Montreal's factories, yet never
critiqued the power imbalance between husbandsand wives within the home.

41

In the

1970s, women' s initiatives were only superficially reported on by the newspaper' s
contributors. 42 Even the progressive Movimento progressista italo-quebecchese
(M.P.I.Q.) devoted very little space to Italian-Canadian women in Il Lavoratore. The
M.P.I.Q. evidently did not consider gender a category of analysis in its own right,
erriphasizing, rather, the importance of c1ass. 43 Whereas, in contrast, the concept of
"interlocking inequalities" would have much better described the situation of Italian
immigrant women, because the y were oppressed by the combined forces of their
ethnicity, class, and culture. 44

Areality that permeated their daily lives, the oppression of

ltalian immigrant women was thus, neither a cause of great concem for Italian-Canadian

.

.

'

men, nor quite understood by French-Canadian women.
As illustrated in previous chapters, the post-War II Montreal Italian community
was very politically active. Though the politicians, union leaders, and association
presidents were aU male, we could assume that Italian-Canadian women were politicaUy
conscious. After aU, WOlpen read the same newspapers, worked under similar precarious
conditions, and :were equaUy affected by language legislation as men. Without a doubt,
as immigrants or ethnic minorities in the 1970s, these women would have been acutely
aware of their subordinate position, both within broader society, as weU, however, as the
Italian community. In fact, many second-wave feminists in the United States, often of
either Italian or Jewish origin, "made quite plain the connection between the smothering
41 "L'ULlC ha celebrato la Festa dellavoro," Il Cittadino Canadese, 7 September 1962,2; Nicola
Ciamarra,"Il rnio punto di vista: dimensione nuova," Il Cittadino Canadese, 3 March 1967, 3;
"Attenzione: Membri dei Locali 205, 262, 439, 485 e 521: Unione Intemazionale dei Lavoratori
d'Abbigliamento Femminile," Il Cittadino Canadese, 26 August 1966, 19; "1 lavoratori italiani in
Canada," Il Cittadino Canadese, 27 June, 1968, 15.

42 "La donne quebecchese e l'immigrato s'incontrono al 'Salone de la femme'," Il Cittadino
, Canadese, 6 May 1971, 10; "1975: Anno delle donna," Il Cittadino Canadese, 5 December 1974,14; "AI
salone intemazionale della donna: una gioranta italiana," Il Cittadino Candese, 8 May 1975, 18; "Notizie
della Federazione ltaliana: attivita deI cornitato femminile," II Cittadino Can'adese, 19 June 1975, 20;
"Notizie della Federazione ltaliana: dibattio sulla donna italiana," Il Cittadino Canadese, 10 July 1975,
18; "Notizie della Federazione ltaliana: 'Diagolo pubblico' per la donna italiana: l'intervento di Lise
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[ethnic] enclave and their own political commitments.,,45 lt could definitely be asserted
that a certain percentage of ltalian women in Canada, name1y those associated with the

Centra Donne Italiane, were even more dedicated to the feminist cause than other
Canadians, due to a heightened sense of inequality, gender-based or otherwise. AIso,
many of the women involved in the Women's Centre, though not all, were secondgeneration Canadians. 46 Since their "basic needs would have been met", they would
have been able to dedicate the necessary time to feminist initiatives. 47 Finally, women
with high levels of feminist consciousness, as many young, educated, ltalian-Canadian
women would have had, have proved to bé those with "low scores on measures of
authoritarianism". They were women who have rejected "traditional authorities" and
refused an "adherence to convention al mores."f8 Considering the old-fashioned values
upheld by the community, once they were refuted, it was only natural th~lt a strong,
progressive, activism ensued.
Although activists such as these were certainly a minority in a community that
prized family, motherhood, and cultural maintenance, by broadening or challenging the
definition of feminism, it could very well be maintained that these values would not
have necessarily impeded the realization of feminist aspirations. More specifically,
many women have been found to "support the goals of feminism", but "reject the selfidentification with the term 'feminist,,,.49 For example, when interviewed by sociologists
Micheline Labelle and Joseph Lévy, one anonymous ltalian-Canadian women stated:
Il faudra répondre aux besoins des femmes, comme les femmes battues,
les femmes -violées. On parle de la contraception, de la planification
familiale, des enfants, de l'avortement, du sida, de la vie sexuelle, de
l'égalité en emploi, de l'égalité de la femme. On n'a jamais eu de
féminisme. Ça commence avec les femmes comme moi ... 50
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Clearly in favour of women's rights, albeit not a "feminist", this particular
interviewée was most likely representative of the majority of the community's wome~.
Conceming women's participation in the collectivity's mainstream institutions,
"traditionaI" forins of feminism seemed to dominate. For example, in Il Cittadino

Canadese, women joumalists encouraged their counterparts to work outside the home in
order to increase their personal satisfaction, though they never called into question the
Italian-Canadian woman's role' within the famiIy. On the contrary, these women
glorified motherhood and wifehood, ,evoking the power women could wield over their
husbands and children.

51

"The woman is the Queen of the hou se", wrote Concetta

Kosseim,' who. concluded by calling on women to embrace the "courage, pride and
dignity" that it takes to be a woman. 52 ln the eyes of the collectivity's "traditional"
feminists, no fundamental change was needed. Women were encouraged to assert
themselves, yet within the confines of the aIready-defined roles for Italian women.
Another very plausible explanation for the refusaI to be perceived as a feminist
was the negative connotation associated with the label. Also in Il Cittadino Canadese;
were severa1 articles written by malè joumalists who ridiculed and critiqued the
women's movement both in Canada and in ItaIy.53 For instance, "the femiriist
movement" wrote Michele Pirone, "is in many way 'a youthful fever"'. Referring to
women's protests, he continued, "After a while women will leave the streets to find a
job ... and a husband."

54

With regards to activism in Quebec, these ltalian-Canadian men

were very concemed over the direction their adopted province was taking. Citing Pour

les Québécoises: égalité et indépendance, a feminist manifesto, Claudio Antonelli
vehemently opposed the re-writing of schools' curriculum in the name of gender
equality, claiming it would lead to "travestimento sessuale".
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Antonelli maintained thatFrench-Canadian women were exagerating the challenges
women faced in-Quebec. Compared to other societies; he argued, North Arnericans had
,

'

. relatively little work to do. Most importantly, their women did their duties "without
complaining.,,56 Conceming the advances of Italian feminism, Giamii Anelli only
lamented the fact that "Italy is no longer the country it once was. AlI of its values have
been los1.,,57 The stress on lost'values would appear to be the common thread uniting the
newspaper's
anti-feminists. Fearing the effects of women's liberation on. the nuc1ear
.
family, many Italian-Canadian men, community leaders at that, believed women's place
was in the home, obedient to their husbands. 58 Considering 'the resurgent feminism
within the community, however, the joumalists of Il Cittadino Canadese, for the most
part men, were becoming

incr~asingly

out of touch with a major component of Italian-

Canadian political activism. The Italian-Ianguagepublication was, therefore, no longer
at the forefront of the collectivity's political participation, as it had been since ils
inception.
Regardless of whether "traditional" or "progressive", both versions of feminism
supported by Italian-Canadian women obviously opposed the community's predominant
male opinion of the women's movement. The activism, however tentative, espoused by

il Cittadino Canadese's· traditionally minded women joumalists went far beyond the
overtly sexist writings of their counterparts. Because of men's derogatory attitude
towards feminist ideology, the progressive, second-generation women were even more
motivated to combat the chauvinism directed at them. Significantly, these observations
would support the view that agency can exist "within patriarchy".59 Immigrant women
were, in spite of very real constraints, still able to "create viable lives for themselves,
their families, and their communities" 60, whether by gaining nèw forrns of confidence
when working in Montreal's factories, enjoying the c10seness they shared with their
56 Claudio Antonelli, "Le femministe propongono: una societa senzo sessi," Il Cittadino
.
Canadese, 22 November 1978, 1 and 4.
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children, or sharing their troubles with female family members or friends. 61 The
foundation of the Centra Donne Italiane could, in fact, be viewed as the practical
application ofthese forms of "women's culture".62 Or, a subversion of the "structures of
domination" imposed on Italian immigrant women. 63 With regards to the political role
they were supposed to play within the community, Italian-Canadian women were neither
expected ndr encouraged to engage in any form of activism. Their identity, self-worth,
.

.

)

and energies were based in the home, as dedicated wives and rnothers.

.

64

For sorne

,

women, however, Italian identification was, perhaps, far more pro active and militant, in
spite of the message~ they received from the broader collectivity.65, Tellingly, the
founders of the Centra were well-aware of the negative attention brought to them as a
\

result oftheir activities and yet, proceeded with them anyway.66

Il. Putting Theory into Practice: Centro Donne Italiane
Located in Saint-Michel, an· Italian-concentrated neighbourhood, the Centra

Donne Italiane had amulti-faceted purpose, inc1uding both challenging and maintaining
tradition, integrating into the Quebec women's movement, yet remaining apart 67 . Its
crèation in 1978 was indeed seen as an "historic occasion" by its initial members. 68 The
origins and aims of the Women's Centre were, of course, linked to the socio-economic
position of Italian-Canadian women, both within the Italian community, as well as
broader Quebec society. Assunta Sauro, a co-founder, explained in the feminist
publication, Des luttes et des rires de femmes:
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Nous sommes un groupe de femmes d'origine italienne qui essayons de
nous soustraire au contrôle des structures communautaires mises sur pied
par des notables. Durant toute notre vie, nous avons subi le contrôle de
l'État par l'intermédiaire d'un père, d'un patron, d'un pr~tre, d'un
notable, qui décidaient pour nous, qui contrôlaient notre vie, notre corps,
qui niaient notre autonomie de femmes. Nous avons compris que c'était à
nous, comme à notre mère, qu'il incombait de perpétuer le rôle de
l'immigrante en produisant et reproduisant une main-d'œuvre à bon
marché.
A strong critic of capitalism, and its negative effects on migrant women workers,
Sauro continued to denounce the chauvinistic attitude of Italian immigrant men in
Montreal:
Une fois ici, le contrôle sur les femmes immigrantes devient plus
prononcé pour éviter tout danger d'émancipation et de contact avec une
réalité plus permissive. Ce contrôle passe non seulement par une
structure familiale de clan qui isole la femme et lui nie toute possibilité
de socialisation, même avec les autres femmes de voisinage (souvent la
messe est ·la seule sortie autorisée), mais surtout par l'intermédiaire des
structures sociales et des organismes « d'entraide» des notables. Souvent
ceux-ci, grâce aux complicités fédérales et aux complicités
institutionnelles, contrôlent la vie de la communauté italienne et
renforcent l'idéologie réactionnaire et sexiste contre les femmes.
As yet another dissenting voice with regards to the unification of the
community's institutions, here for feminist-inspired reasons, she then described the
raison d'être ofthis particular organization in the'same article:
Et nous, pour avoir vécu et subi ces rapports particuliers de pouvoir, pour
nous soustraire à notre destin de «nouvelle immigrante », de «nouvelle
épouse et mère », de citoyenne de seconde classe, nous sentons le besoin
d'un centre autonome de femmes où nous pourrons confronter nos
besoins, nos angoisses, nos expériences de vie avec d'autres femmes qui
vivent les mêmes pressions sociales et familiales. Pour créer une nouvelle
force et une nouvelle solidarité qui nous permettent de rompre
l'isolement d'une formation et les structures qui puissent nous permettre
d'acquérir un plus grand pouvoir social. 69
Without a doubt, the Centro Donne Italiane's establishment was not only a
reflection of the marginalization of ltalianimmigrant women, but also the heightened
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atmosphere of contestation of its time. Explaining the Quebec influence, Assunta Sauro
stated in another interview:
We have to consider that during the 1970s in Quebec something was
beginning to happen ... People gathered and wanted to form groups with a
specifie purpose. And then various women's centres came into being.
These centres fought for gender equality; equality at work, in politics, in
the family and in society. We saw francophones concerned with aU these
themes that affect women's lives and we asked ourselves: and our
women, where will they go, who will take care of them? We decided to
mobilize and do something as weIl. 70
In short, though inspired by French-Canadian politics, Italian-Canadian women

sought to speahead theirown movement? in order to more effectively "contribute" to the
lives of "our people", in the, words of Sauro. 7l Italian-Canadian initiatives appeared to
mirror the approach of ltalian feminists, who understood politics as a "daily
engagement" and, thus, set up Women's Centres from Milan to Rome in the 1970s. Each
Centro Donne "promoted specifie projects"n, which were reflective of the "interests of

the women who ran them, the local situation and traditions, and the developments both
in women's politics and in the larger, national, and international scenario,,73. The case in
Montreal, as weU, the Centra Donne was, in fact, the product of the, merging of two
groups. The first, Il Colletivo, to which Assunta Sauro belonged, cOllsisted of young
students. The second, the Associazione femminile di St-Michel, was led by Isa Iasenza,
the other co-founder of the Women's Centre, and was joined by older women. 74 The
latter association emphazised the lack of services for Italian women in immigrant
neighbourhoods 75 , while the former, second-wave feminism. Regardless as to which
camp they belonged, and tensions indeed existed between the two, the organization's
initial members veritably sought to empower Italian-Canadians, as a group and as
individuals, with the explicit aspiration of enabling the community's women to acquire
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autonomy and power. Similar to the Italian community's political participation in
previous decades, activists organized primarily along ethnic Hnes, and, once again,
focused on the collectivity, not the individual.
Femlnist organiiations have proved to be vital in "perpetuating the development
,and spread of feminism.,,76 The Centro Donne ltaliane was part of the "younger branch"
ofthese organizations, which were usually "small, localized, and collectivist. 77 Evidence
ofthis approach can be found in the Women's Centre's monthly newsletter, Il Bollettino.
An expression of ltalian-Canadian feminism, the publication was a means of reflection,
discussion, and communication for and about ltalian immigrant women in M6ntreal. 78
Serving as a socialization tool, like other Italian-Canadian publications, the newsletter's
writings ca lIed on aIl women of the community to play an active role in the
organization's functioning via its general assemblies. 79 Since participants were given the
. opportunity to express their opinions in its pages, Il Bollettino also became a forum to
air grievances, which, true to feminist practice, were dealt with in an open and
democratic manner. 80 Its "direct democracy" was notably critiqued by one author, who
maintained that complete equality amongst participants produced a weak and ineffective
leadership. The Centro's non-hierarchal philosophy, in her view, led to a paradoxical
classification of members based on seniority. These two deficiencies left the Women's
Centre vulnerable to outside, "patriarchal" influences. 81 Similar to any other k'ind' of
association, there were indications of conflict stemming from ideological divergences.
Isa Iasenza, a co-founder, referred to the opposition between women who favoured
"radical" means, such as Assunta Sauro, to those who emphasized the prudence of
"graduaI change".82 Nevertheless, these sorts of tensions appeared to have subsided. As
Antonella Perzia, a regular contributor editorialized in Il Bollettino, each individual
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woman, regardless ofher political orientation, "should and must" feel a duty to make the
Women's Centre work, since it "was the only feminist organization within the ltalian
community". The women of the Centra Donne were thus determined to function in an
alternative manner, distinguishing themselves, with pride, from the rest of the ltalianCanadian leadership, who were more business~oriented and hierarchically organized. 83
In order to reach all factions of the community, not only the women associated
with the Centra Donne, the Women's Centre published articles in Il Cittadina Canadese,
. which, in spite of its sexist tendencies, reverted to its role as a communication medium,
pronioting the causes of ltalian-Canadian activists. Like ltalian political participation in
thé past, the Women's Centre'sactivities aimed to increase ltalian immigrant women's
"participation in the sociàl and political life of Quebec".84 With the goal of further
integrating ltalian-Canadian woman into the economic and social spheres of Montreal,
numerous information and educational sessions were held, addressing everything from
literacy to unions to legal issues. 85 French and English language lessons were a key
component of the centre's programming, because even after decades in Montreal many .
ltalian women possessed very little knowledge of the official languages, due, in part, to
poor public pOlicy.86 Health promotion was an important issue as well, and numerous
conferences were held on the topic. ltalian- and French-speaking specialists came to the
1

Centra Donne to speak about knowledge of one's female body, menopause, nutrition,

contraception and work-related health probl~ms.87 Not only internally-f<?cused, the
Women's Centre was also involved in broader,. externally-oriented initiatives. For
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instance, International Women's Day was a popular event at Centre Donne. 88 And, the
women to the Women's Centre mobilized in favour ofpoverty-reducing measures across
Canada, attending rallies in Quebec City and Ottawa. 89 Nevertheless, the Centro Donne
remained for the most part concentrated on the women of the Italian community. The
vast majority of the organization's activities were geared towards empowering
participants, as individuals and as members of a collectivity. It was in the pages of Il
BollettùJO and L 'altra faccia della /una that ltalian-Canadian women were exposed to

the ideologies embraced by the Women's Centre founders, as well as subversive
analyses of the community to which they belonged.
The Centro Donne Italiane's newsletters were revolutionary if not for the sole
reason that they openly discussed issues which normally, for Italian-Canadians,
/

remained behind c10sed doors. Italian-Canadian women were encouraged to seek help
for mental health and emotional "problems" at the Women's Centre, as they would go
to, as one woman wrote, a doctor "fora broken arm". 90 SOIl)etimes going no further, the
monthly newsletter simply wrote in black and white what most women surely felt, su ch
as isolation, pervasive sadness, orover-work due to "double duty".91 Other times, Il
Bollettino or L 'altra faccia della Luna criticized aspects of the community's culture.

Shattering the "mythical status" of the Italian family 92, an analytical perspective in, this
regard was adopted. One woman wrote that in her view, it seemed that "according to the
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ltalian family, women were important only for procreation, only to be a wife and
mother." Upon

marriage~

a woman was supposed to "lose her own identity, ignore her

own thoughts and emotions." "The victim of her own altruism", she continued, the
ltalian-Canadian woman was, in her view, essentially doomed to misery.93 Moreover,
women were even encouraged to leave their husbands, as well as to seek legal and
medical help, when subjected to domestic violence. 94 Breaking the code of (silence
surrounding

abuse,

the organization's publication attempted to

convince the

community's women to do the same. If needed, the Women's Centre could help find
temporary refuge or legal assistance. 95 Cleary going against the ingrained notion of a
united family at all costs, the women of the Centro Donne called into question ltalianCanadian traditions, without, however, a judgmental or condescending attitude. Men
were not "othered" as backwards or inferior in comparison to the Canadian-bom. 96
Rather, writers acknowledged the "low status" of ltalian immigrant men in broader
Canadian society, and the ·"dangers" this posed to physical and mental health of
women. 97

In addition to the place of ~he woman within the family, another major issue for
the Women's Centre was Catholicism, or, more specifically, the religion's apparent antifeminisln. As discemed from Il Bollettino, it was obvious that many members distanced
themselves from the Church. When Pope John Paul II visited Montreal in 1984, a
memorandum was issued in the publication's pages, referring to the institution he
presided'over as one of the most "patriarchal and misogynist.,,98 Yet, the activists made
clear that they were aware that most ltalian-Canadian women were practicing Catholics,
at least to sorne extent. 99 While respecting the beliefs of these women, the Women's
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Centre still supported a woman's right to free contraception and abortion on demand. lOo
This opinion stemmed from the conviction that a woman's body was her own and only
she could decide wh ether or not to get pregnant or carry a baby to term. No "institution"
should dictate her choices. Similarly, each adult, woman or man, should have the ability
to divorce her or his spouse if so desired. IOI Even then, however, the authors' writings
remained geared towards their·readership. There was an article that asserted it was, in
fact, possible to reconcile "feminism" and "faith". In this view·, sexism within
Catholicism was a reflection of male chauvinism in a patriarchal society, not vice versa.
God, embodying both the Mother and the Father at the same time, would not have
created woman as an unequal and thus, to subordinate His creation, could be regarded as
sinful. 102 Likewise, sexual relations within marri age, according to Antonella Perzia,
should be regarded as à source of pleasure, as opposed to solely the means to conceive,
bycause God granted women with the physical ability to enjoy them. I03 Underlining the
competing definitions of liberation within the women's movement l04 , ltalian-Canadian
feminists criticized ltalian Catholic values by relying upon the same framework, leaving
it altered, but not fundamentally changed.
As exemplified by the Centra Donne Italiane's stance on the family and religion,
these leaders were not interested in completely denouncing Italian culture, but, instead,
they .worked from within, slowly infusing women's core values with feminist
attitudes. lOS With the above-mentioned goal in mind, the Montreal ltalian Women's
Centre organized meetings entitled Café Rencontre. Held in Italian, they encouraged
women to "leave the four walls" of their homes, "chat" while having coffee, and discuss
subjects "pertinent" to them. Often,guess-speakers were invited in order to share advice
100 "La posizione dei Centro Donne Montreal sul contracezione e sull'aborto," Il Bollettin0,
October 1984, 10.
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on, for example, personal empowerment or sexuality.l06 Taboo topics within the
community, particuarly the latter, the more hesitant ltalian-Canadian women were
hereby allowed to "break the ice".107 Modelled on the tactic of "consciousness-raising",
or autacascienza in ltalian 108 , these discussion groups were a key component of the
women's liberation movement in both North America and Europe. They did not seek to
"change a woman"', except in sense of "knowing more", which would then, hopefully,
prompt them to organize and to act on a mass scale." 109 In the same vein,' the Women's
Centre was loosely defined as a "meeting place for women", a place to "belong", receive
"advice", "increase personal autonomy", "overcome difficulties", and "discuss freely
amongst women"l1o,while its exact significance was to be determined by the individual
participant. For sorne women, the Centra Danne was considered a springboard to direct
forms of political activism, such as protests, or as a means to improve the condition of
the ltalian immigrant women, in addition to, for instance, her self-esteem. 111 For other
women, however, perhaps even the majority, the organization was somewhere to go for
help, confide in women outside one's immediate family, overcome long-standing

sad~ess, or to leam French and English in order to converse with grandchildren. ll2 Over
time, participants may have become more politicized. In the case of Maria Morabito, at
least, she first came to leam English, then she lent a hand in organizing, and eventually
she protested against globalization and women's poverty under the banner of the
W omen' s Centre. ll3 N evertheless, aIl women were welcomed at Centra Danne Italiane,
regardless of political orientation. Though the Centra Danne remained decidedly radical
III

approach, traditionally minded women were, asevidenced here, welcomed and
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embraced, due to the over-arching goal of the organization, which was to empower
Italian-Canadian women.
A consensus present throughout the pages of Il Bollettino and L 'altrafaccia della

luna was the need to increase participation, in particular amongst women of the secondgeneration. lt was agreed upon that the Centra Donne was an ideal setting to leam more
about the feminism within the community, since many young ltalian-Canadians were
still in touch with their immigrant roots and lived with, for better or worse, an Italian
Catholic culture. 114 Reaching out to the second-generation, the Women's Centre aimed
to provide avenues so young women could seek advice, because most "had no one to
talk tO.,,115 Generational tension was the norm, and conflict reigned between mothers
and daughters. 116 A pressing community issue in general, Italian parents and their
offspring were having an increasingly difficult time relating to each other. Caught
between two cultures, two value systems, and a minimum of two languages, ItalianCanadian teenagers experienced more trouble in school and in broader society than
French- or English-Canadians. l17 For girls especially, their parents' traditiona1 mentality
inhibited North American-style dating and socializing. 118 Adopting a progressIve
attitude, the Centra. Donne Italiane, hosted a colloquium in order to assist mothers
overcome the emotional and cultural 'barriers between themselves and their children.
Emphasis was placed on dialogue and mutual understanding, rather than the more
traditionally Italian, authoritarian view of parenting.

119

The women of the organization

realized that most youngsters saw both the negative and positive aspects oftheir parents'
culture, and tried to reconcile the divergences between the two, as weIl as the differences
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between the Italian- and Cflnadian-bom generations. 120 The Women's Centre also
created recreational activities for Italian-Canadian girls, inc1uding, for example, gettogethers with the aim of fostering assertiveness, knowledge about one's body, and
personal responsibility.121 'A sign of the effectiveness of its programming, in recent
years, second-generation Italian-Canadian mothers have been coming to the Centra
Danne Italiane with their children, essentially for the same reasons their mothers did. 122
A major gain for the women's liberation movement, feminist organizations were
"reported to have improved members' self-esteem, sense of power and autonomy, ski Ils
and knowledge, political awareness,· and consciousness of women's oppression.,,123
Evidence of these advancements for Italian-Canadian women can be found in the pages
of Il Ballettina and L'altra faccia della luna. 124 As Isa iasenza editorialized, "the
opening and organization of Centra Danne Italiàne was for me - like for many others the realization of a dream, a desire, a will to create something for myself and the Italian
women of Montreal." According to this co-founder, her involvement led to vital
"personal-growth", "knowledge of the Italian community", "political experience with
regards to organizing, planning, contact with the public etc", "a feeling of belonging to
something outside her family and her job", and "so many other things impossible to

p~t

into wordS.,,125 For the many participants, similar improvements were noted, especially
with regards to their general outlook and self-image. Donienica Casola, forexample,
"found comfort, kindness, and lots· of encouragement" at the "remarkable" Centra
Danne, whose staff assisted her in "leaming to love herself' and acquiring "self-

confidence.,,126 Conceming the Italian-Canadian woman's place within the community,
moderate improvements have been remarked with regards to select community
institutions. As one member of the Women's Centre testified:
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Quand on a commencé avec Centro Donne, nous étions définies comme
des putains, c'était aussi simple que ça, des femmes qui étaient divorcées,
qui étaient pour l'avortement. Par la suite, Centro Donne a été accepté
comme un autre' groupe dans la communauté. On l'accepte parce qu'il
donne des services, ce n'est plus quelque chose de menaçant A la Casa
d'Italia, il y a maintenant deux femmes d'administration, trois, peut-être
plus. Avant, il n'yen avait aucune. 127
The Centra Donne Italiane's overall success was, perhaps, due to the image it
held in the minds ofthe women of the community. Participants considered the Women's
Centre a "big family"

128,

and described working and coming there like being at

"home". 129
Although dedicated to amelioration of their own community, the women of the

, Centra Donne Italiane did not make the mistake of becoming so immersed in "sorting
out" their own oppression, that they ignored the possibility Of taking concrete action for
structural change. 130 On the contrary, the Women's Centre was one of the many
"building blocks" of the militant Collectif des femmes immigrantes l3l , an umbrella
organization whose first coordinator was an Italian immigrant woman, Aoura Bizzari.
While involved in ltalian-Canadian feminist potitics, Bizzari still believed that it was
essentialto "move b'eyond ethnicity"; 132 because aIl women in Quebec, regardless of
ethnic or linguistic origin, endured a male-dominated ·society 133. The Collectifs
members sought to "build bridges" with French-Canadian feminists J.34, who, in tum,
manifested increased' interest towards their minority counterparts in the 1980s and
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19905. 135 Several articles in La Gazette des femmes, for example, were dedicated to the

unique challenges faced by the province's immigrant women, as weIl as profiles of
ethnic minority activists. 136 Whether by means of the Collectif de femmes immigrantes'
publications or La Gazette des femmes, these immigrant women emphasized the notion
of "collective responsibility" with regards to language training 137 , violence against
women 138 , and racis~139, from which the Quebec women's movement was not
immune 140 As a key supporter of multiracial feminisrn, the Centra Donne ltaliane
should, therefore, be regarded as an activist "home" for women involved in the
umbrella-organization, a place to draw "sustenance" from l41 , before joining other
Francophone, Anglophone, and Allophone women in their pursuit for gender and racial
equality.

With the explicit goal of improving the everyday lives of ltalian immigrant
women, the Centra Donne ltaliane should be considered one of the community's
greatest political achievements. As an institution that aimed to continue its quest for
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positive change, the Women's Centre celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary in 2003. 142
A time for mu ch "joy;' and "happiness", the organization vowed to continue its quest to
help ltalian-Canadians "gain recognition ahd confidence,,143, while reaching out to the
women of the second-generation, which, though born in Canada, retained aspects of
their families' culturel 44. Publishing a commemorative book, entitled Il caraggia di

.sagnare, or The Caurage ta Dream, the organization capitalized on the occasion to look
back on its past and forward towards its future. 145 As discemed from this publication, as
weIl as Il Ballettina and L 'altra faccia della luna,. it can definitely be maintained that
with the emphasis placed on empowerment, awareness, and self-help, women who were
less militant were able to participate in the Centra Danne's activities. Their presence,
however, did not impede the more activist membersfrom protesting in Ottawa and
Quebec City or challenging the narrow definition of womanhood upheld by the broader
Italian community. Since any form of involvement on the part of the collectivity was
considered a sign of success, and criticism with regards to Italian-Canadian cultural
practices, embraced by most women, did not mirror the initial feminist, ethnocentric
analyses, the two, so-called progressive and traditional, political tendencies present
amongst Italian immigrant wQmen weie essentially reconciled. Yet, regardless of their
ideological leaning, and perhaps the Women's Centre's greatest stiength, participants
enjoyed being able to socialize amongst other Italian women, cultivate friendships, and
escape from the drudgery of housework. 146 Contributing to the already-established
women's culture within the community, the Centra Danne was the home away from
.home for many women, as well as the undisputed heart of Italian immigrant feminism in
Montreal.
Though Italian-Canadian women have had a negligible place in the formaI
political system, especially when compared to their male counterparts, they have
undoubtedly created their own forms of political participation. Building upon the leftist
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political activism present within the community in the 1970s, women such as Assunta
Sauro and Isa Iasenza contributëd to the anti-racist and multi-racial feminist initiatives in
Montreal, assisting not only Italian immigrants, but women of aIl ethnic backgrounds.
Moving in spheres parallei to those of Italian-Canadian men, the founders of the Centro
Donne also adv'anced the political break-up of the Montreal· Italian community.

Originating with the language debate of the 1960s and 1970s, the political heterogeneity
present amongst Italian immigrants only heightened with time, perhaps due to the
collectivity's increasingly social mobility. With their basic needs met and reasonable
level of integration attained, Italian-Canadians, women. included; could afford to
disagree with each other, as well as distance themselves from the mainstream
institutions, namely the Congresso Nazionale degli Italo-Canadesi and Il Cittadino
Canadese. Nevertheless, Italian-Canadian feminists, like aIl Italian immigrant activists,

aimed to improve the lives of their fellow community members, and honoured, at least
in part, the traditions of their cultural heritage. "Capable of emancipatory chan'ge on
their own behalf,I;7, Italian immigrant women were, in sum, far from the submissive,
oppressed, housebound women that popular imagination has made them 'out to be.
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Conclusion
,

Post-Migration Politics: The Political Integration
of Montreal Italian-Canadians

From the years following the Second World War to thetoday, Montreal ltalianCanadians have demonstrated considerable interest in Canadian political life. lt was
indeed in the 1940 and 1950s that ltalian-Canadian joumalists and community leaders
fostered a sense of civic dut Y and political interest amongst the immigrant masses. As a
result of t~eir efforts, several politics of ltalian descent were elected to municipal office
and numerous community associations were founded. By developing an institutional
network and political ability during these early years, the collectivity was then wellpositioned to defend its choice' of English-Ianguage education in the 1960s aJ;ld 1970s, as
weIl as actively participate in the labour movement. Though French- and ltalian\

Canadians shared similar concems with regards to the conditions of the working-classes,
the two groups' interests drastically diverged in mattersof language legislation, leading
to considerable ethnic

t~nsion

in Montreal. With opposing logics, ltalian immigrants

mobilized to maintain free choice, while French-Canadians pressured their elected
govemments to enact laws in order to mandate children of immigrants to attend Frenchlanguage schools. A tuming point in the political participation of ltalian-Canadians, the
language debate, firstly, provoked the unification of the community's institutions, and
secondly, led to an ideological fragmentation, which was only compounded with the rise
of the second-wave femiriism, when the poiitically active ltalian-Canadians divided once
again, this time according to gender. There were, therefore, multiple ltalian political
communities in Montreal, each providing a unique means of understanding the
collectivity' s political participation.
As this thesis has illustrated, politically-active ltalian-Canadians were strongly
influenced by the Quebec context. In the 1960s, the Montreal Italian collectivity was
enthusiastic with regards to the election of Jean Lesage. Aiso affected by the airs of
change, the joumalists of Il Cittadino Canadese encouragedthe unionization of
immigrant workers, and the Movimento Progressista Italo-quebecchese (M.P.I.Q.)
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adhered to the ideologies of the Confédération des syndicats nationaux (CS.N). Marco
Micone was an impassioned péquiste, and the Centra Donne ltaliane was at least
partially modelled after the other women's centres in the province. Not only did these
activists adopt the political practices of the majority, Italian-Canadians' political pursuits
were in response to events unique to the

French-spea~ing

province, as weIL Because of·

the language debate, ltalian parents were strongly encouraged to close rank in order to
best defend their interests. This increased unit y led to the, perhaps paradoxical, political
break-up of the community. While the Congresso Nazionale,degli Italo-Canadesi
pretended to represent aIl Italian-Canadians, dissenting members of the collectivity were
pushed to assert, sometimes in a very public manner, their political differences. lt is,
nevertheless, interesting to remark that these break-away organizations and individuals
remained committed to an Italian framework. Micone was dedicated to the ideal of a
pluralistic, francophone Québec; the M.P.I.Q. sought the, liberation of the immigrant
working-class, and the Centra Donne participated in the flourishing immigrant and
multiracial feminism in Montreal. Italian-Canadians' political· participation has, thus,
been far from uniform and, similar to citizens of aIl origins, were considerably divided.
Originating with the language debate of the 1960s and 1970s, the political
heterogeneity present amongst Italian immigrants only heightened with time, due, in
part, to the their increasingly social mobility. With their basic needs met and a
reasonable level of integration attained, Italian-Canadians, could afford to disagree with
each other, as weIl as distance themselves from the collectivity's mainstream
institutions. With time, however, the Congresso Nazionale IÎalo-Canadesi appeared to
have also lost its legitimacy'within the more established community. Claudio Antonelli,
a regular contributor to Il Cittadino Canadese, conceded that one of the Italian
collectivity's greatest

pr~blems

was its "Iack of unit y". Nevertheless, as he stated, "the

chaotic pluralism of the regional associations was perhaps preferable ... " The umbrella
organization's spokesmen, in Antonelli's opinion, did very little to counteract the
predominant French-Canadian opinion of the Italian people. It even may have reinforced
the "us" versus "them" rhetoric. l A plausible explanation for the Congress~'s ineffective

1 Claudio Antonelli, «Chi parla per gli italiani?: l portavoce della èomunita }}, Il Cittadino
Canadese, 19 March 1980, 1 and 30.
.
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. representatiori, in addition to the mishandling of the linguistic and national questions,
was the generational diversity present amongst. Italian-Canadians. The institution
continued to work in the name of all Canadians of Italian origin,' which, by the 1980s,
consisted of people who spoke only It ah an , to no Italian, workers, to university
graduates, born in Italy, or born in Canada. It was, therefore, impossible to address the
interests of the members of the entire community, whose problems were lessening,
essentiàlly weakening the power of those in leadership positions.
Without a doubt, after many decades in Canada, Italian-Canadians, as a group
and as individuals, women and men, had crossed the colour line. 2 Of course, the
category "white" has never been necessarily "unified,,3, but, in terms of employment
prospects, native-born Italian-Canadians were undeniably in a positio·n to benefit from
the many opportunities of their country. As proof, poverty was virtually non-existant
within the Italian community. In the social

sph~res

of the metropolis, as well, Italian-

Canadians were less likely to experience outright prejudice, apart from the usual
stereotypes concerning the over-representation of Italians in organized crime. As longstanding Canadians, they were, therefore, free from the harsh realities of racism endured
by citizens of Middle-Eastern, Caribbean, African, and Asian descent, who were now
the majority ofnew immigrants to Montreal. The relative social mobility and acceptance
of Italian-Canadians did not mean that the communitywas free from collective
challenges. Though not nearly as serious as the rampant poverty of the 1960s, or the
language debate of the 1970s, the identity crisis experienced by many immigrants and
their children attracted more and more attention from Il Cittadino Canadese. In contrast
to the 1950s, when Antonino Spada continually asserted the importance of participating
in the social, economic, political life of Canada, precisely because Italian-Canadians
were not integrated into Canadian society, journalists in the late 1970 and 1980s,
appeared to be at a loss as to how to define the immigrant community, at a time when,
relatively speaking, Italian immigrants were doing quite weIl. Moreover, the
newspaper' s contributors had the impression that Italians were accepted, yes, but not·
2 Frankenburg, Ruth,' White Women, Race Matters:, The Social Construction of Whiteness
London: Routledge, 1993, Il.

) Baca Zinn and Thomton Dill, "Theorizing Difference from Multiracial Feminism," Feminist
Studies 22 (Surnmer 1996),329.
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fully, because the y were still, four decades later, classified as "others" in the Frenchspeaking province. 4 Pointing, once again, to the specificity of the Quebec coptext, the
consensùs, nevertheless, appeared to be the adoption of multiple

id~ntities:

Canadian,

Quebecois, and Italian. 5
Not only achieving a reasonable level of economic and social integration, ItaJianCanadians, it could be argued, have also been effectively incorporated into the Canadian
political system. The Italian political contribution has been particularly felt in
Montreal's municipal government, especially in the east-end. 6 Though well-represented
at aIl levels of government, the political integration of Italian-Canadians, has, however,
\

been called into qu"estion. Sorne may argue that

politi~ians

of Italian descent are, more

often than not, elécted in Italian-dominated ridings. Their municipal,
provincial,
and
.
.
\

federal presence has been, therefore, a product of the residential concentration of voters
of Italian origin, and, in fact, representative of ineffective public policy. Though not
unfounded 7 , on a broader Canadian scale, it has been found that instances su ch as these
are "the exception and not the rule." Immigrant Canadians, most of the time, run and are
electedin ethnically diverse ridings and Canada, it should be mentioned, has the highest
percentage of foreign-born legislators in the world. 8 Although it remains true that
Italian-Canadians are segregated in the country's metropolises, very little concern has
been manifested in this regard on the part of "majority" Canadians in recent years.
Pointing to changing perceptions, both towards Italian-Canadians, as weIl as ethnic
enclaves, ethnoburbs, as they ~te called, are no longer viewed as proof of failed

4 Claudio Antonelli, "Ce posto per noi nel Quebec?," Il Cittadino Canadese, 30 March,1978, 1
and 30; Claudio Antonelli, "Manchevolezze e generalizzazioni dei 'libro biano': le minoranze sono
vittime di moite ingiustizie," Il Cittadino Canadese, 21 June 1978, 1-4.

5

Claudio Antonelli, "Chi siamo noi, a chi apparteniamo?," Il Cittadino. Canadese, 19 July 1978,

1 and 10.
6 Micheline Labelle and Joseph Lévy, Ethnicité et enjeux sociaux: le Québec vu par les leaders
de groupes ethnocu/turels (Montréal: Liber, 1995),297.
7 For example, Maurizio Bevilacqua, the ltalian-born Member of Parliament for the Ontario
riding ofVaughn, was elected in a riding that is 56% ethnically Italian. Moreover, 2l.4% ofwere born in
Italy. Michael Adams, Unlikely Utopia: The Surprising Triumph of Canadian Multiculturalism (Toronto:
Penguin Canada, 2007), 144.

8

Ibid., 135.
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integration. Maintaining a vibrant communal life, often linked to living in an ethnic
neighbourhood, has, instead, been, in general, viewed as a positive phenomenon. 9
With a conspicuous presence on the Canadian political scene, Italian-Canadian
political participation has arguably facilitated the coUectivity's social integration. Since
persons of Italian descent are weU-represented at the municipal, provincial, and federal
levels of govemment, citizens of aIl backgrounds have become familiar with the Italian
community's contribution to Canada, Quebec, and Montreal, which has been not only
political, but social, cultural, and economic, as weIl. Although sorne may question the
nature of the Italian group's integration in a Quebec context, in particular those who
associate generally strong support for the LiberaIs with 'a refusaI of French-Canadian
societylO, on the whole, most would agree that Italian-Canadians have overcome
negative stereotypes and are an integr<il component of aIl facets of Montreal life. At
least, this appears to be the perception of the community establishment. Once again
taking an active role in the political sphere, the Congresso Nazionale degli ItaloCanadesi, on behalf ofltalian-Canadians, as CUITent members of a long-standing ethnic

group, submitted a paper· to the Bouchard-Taylor Commission, because the issues
sUITounding reasonable accommodation "reminded them of their own integration
experience". The organization called on French-Canadians to remember that when
Italian immigrants arrived to the province, there were neither policies, nor social
programs, facilitating the acculturation and adjustment of immigrants, like there are
today. As the documented highlighted, it is "umeasonable toexpect 'newcomers to
integrate ovemight". Emphasizing thé importance of "dialogue" between aU groups, the
document concluded with a plea for the benefits of diversity, and thén reaffinned thè
Italian-Canadian desire to activelyparticipate in the "important debates which define
\.,

9 John Zucchi, Une histoire des enclaves ethniques du Canada (Ottawa: Société Historique du
Canada, 2007, Coll. "Les groupes ethniques du Canada," Brochure no.31), 21.
10 According to Micheline Labelle, concerning immigrant voting patterns, "La faible intégration
dans la société québécoise explique leur rejet du Parti Québécois": Labelle and Lévy, Ethnicité et enjeuX
sociaux ... , 271. However, as Charles Taylor explains, "A society with strong collective goals can be
liberal provided it is capable of respecting diversity, especially when dealing with those who do not share
its common goals." Voting massively for the Liberal Party should faH under this theory: Charles Taylor,
"The Politics of Recognition" in David Theo Goldberg, ed., Multiculturalism.: A Critical Reader
. (Cambridge (MA): Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1994),94.
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Quebec."]] As the Italian case has demonstrated, an historical perspective can, therefore,
be' great1y beneficial wh~n considering questions of ethnicity, politics, and integration.
AlI the more reason to adopt a multi-centric viewpoint when studying Canada's past.

l,

Le Congrès National des Halo-Canadiens, Région Québec, Mémoire présenté à La Commission
de consultation sur les pratiques d'accommodement reliées aux différences culturelles. Montréal,
novembre 2007.
'
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